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The University Program Board dishes
contract secrets of famous entertainment
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Local band Luck Be a Lady hits a strong note
at a nationwide concert.
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THE
Council
supports
bond bill

... it s $100million into
the local economy.
—Joseph Fitzgerald
mayor
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"Regardless ol the effect on
JMU, ifs $100 million into the
local economy." mayor Joseph
Fitzgerald said.
Voters can expect the Nov. 5
ballot to include two referenda,
one of which will be the higher
education bond bill. The bill
provides funds to all Virginia
public colleges and universiti*-.
If passed on election day, the referendum designates JMU as the
recipient of more money than
any other school in the state.
If passed, the money will
finance a new center for the
arts, a music recital hall, a new
library in the CISAT area, renovations of Miller and Harrison
Halls, improvements to the
steam plants and improvements campuswide in handicap accessibility
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Published professors
Econ prof
talks money
matters

English prof
writes bio of
O'Conner

BY JAY SELWOOD

BY IANHLLB DIORIO

contributing writer
When a professor crossed his
undergraduate degree in journalism, experience in the
Associated
Press, Sunday
school teaching and his PhD in
economics, he decided to let the
world in on what he already
knew regarding money matters.
JMU economics professor
William Wood's newest book,
"Getting a Grip on Your
Money." is designed to let people know that handling personal finances "doesn't require
complicated budgets or technical spreadsheets," just common
sense and little bit of help.
The book offers "plain and
simple" solutions for paying off
your mortgage, eliminating debt
or investing for the future ahead.
The idea came to Wood in
the summer of 1999 when he
was planning his fall Sunday
School lessons. "All of a sudden
the book poured out," he said.
Since the publication of
"Getting a Grip on Your Money,"
Wood has appeared on talk

staff writer
A JMU English professor has
written the first full-length biography of National Book Award
winner Flannery O'Connor.
Jean Cash wrote "Banner)'
O'Connor. A Life," which was
published in August by the
University of Tennessee Press.
The biography describes the life
of Flannery OConnor, who
wrote 32 short stories, two novels and numerous literary
reviews. Cash's new book was
released Aug. 1, but is not yet in
local stores.
OConnor, who died at age
39 from complications with
lupus, was best known for her
powerful shoit stories of often
grotesque characters.
"I've always been interested
in her (O Connor), but when
her collection of letters came out
in 1989, that got me really interested in her," Cash said.
Cash said she has been
studying O Connor since about
1985 and admires her work.
"O'Connor is very good

BY DAVID CLEMENTSON

news editor
In a unanimous vote
Tuesday
night.
the
Harrisonburg City Council
passed a resolution in support
of a November ballot resolution
which will give JMU $99.9 million for construction.

men's and women's soccer teams are
ready to take on the rest of the conference.
Read the season previews.

fee ECONOMICS, page 5

NATE THARP/nrr dvrrur
Economics protestor William Wood (toft) and English professor jean Cash both
recently published books In their fields.

xe ENGLISH .page 5

Fire Department seeks volunteers
Busy volunteers welcome help from JMU in combatting fires
BY STEPHANIE STRAUSS

I AURA DEAN/peom rdltor
Local volunteer fire departments seek new members from the
JMU communtly to aid fire fighting efforts.

Students intern at
Kennedy Center
BY JACKIE CARTWRIGHT

contributing writer
Two
JMU
students
interned at the John F.
Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts this summer,
working with the National
Symphony and learning the
ins and outs of the industry.
Seniors Megan Thornton
and Kate Preston said they
found themselves in the lap of
luxury working at the Kennedy
Center this summer.
Working in the Educational
Department. Thornton's routine revolved around "office
duties like most internships,
but what is great about the
Kennedy Center is they provide (weekly) seminars with
Kennedy Center executives
and other arts administration
repnaentatives."
The experience also included travel in the form of field
trips. Such group activities
included visiting Wolf Trap
»nd the US. Supreme Court.
As for Preston, she said her
daily routine varied as she
worked in the Operations
Department with the National
Symphony. "One of the best
Jh'ngs about the Kennedy
Center was thai the daily rou-

was rarel
iT
>' ** same™*kly intern seminars with
the Kennedy Center staff and

daily performances made
things really exciting," Preston
said. "Ongoing tasks included
drafting technical schedules
and sign up lists for Ihe
National Symphony Orchestra,
researching information for
Orchestra tours and writing
and distributing memos for the
orchestra members."

-6 6
... the daily routine
was rarely the same.
— Kale Preston
senior
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The students said they
found their level of responsibility surprising. "I was surprised to see so much responsibility given to the interns. We
Jyaji substantial projects, and the Kennedy Center
staff expected a high level of
performance from every
intern," Preston said. "It was
great to have an internship lhat
included more than copying
and filing."
Despite the steep competition with about 400 applicants,
see INTERNS, page 5

contributing writer
Finding action and adventure in a usually boring 'Burg
is as easy as volunteering with
the Hose Company No. 4, part
of the Rockingham Volunteer
County Department of Fire
and Rescue, Fire Department
members say.
Founded in 1890, it is not
only the area's oldest volunteer fire department, it is also
one of the busiest, with its firefighters making over a thousand calls a year. Ifs quite a
load for the 30 regular volunteers that comprise the company; so much in fact that the so-

called "Dirty Thirty" currently
are seeking additional volunteers from JMU. The company
welcomes all students, regardless of experience.

Any time they can give
is valuable ...
— David Harrison
fire company president
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Training is fairly extensive,
averaging about 60 hours
total. Students will learn vital

skills to perform both basic
firefighting and emergency
medical techniques. After
training, there is no minimum
amount of time volunteers are
required to fulfill.
"Volunteers can put in one
night a week or one night a
month," said David Harrison,
president of ihe fire company.
"Any time they can give is valuable to the Harrisonburg community." The most dedicated
volunteer also can be found
grilling up some big bucks at
fund raisers like the monthly
chicken barbecue or raising
green - money, that is - on the
green at the upcoming golf

Donation aids park
Zane Showker donates $1 million to put
Blacks Run clean-up plan into motion
BY DAVE NORMAN

contributing writer
Zane Showker, the local
Harrisonburg businessman
who is the namesake for the
College of Business' main
building, recently made
another large contribution
to JMU.
His latest gift is that of a $1
million donation to clean up
and maintain Blacks Run. a
local stream suffering from
pollution. The donation also is
going to help move into
motion a master plan from
which a greenway, a 6-feet
wide asphalt path, is going to
be built alongside a major portion of trie stream, which
includes segments through
JMU's campus.
Blacks Run begins near the
Virginia Menonite Retirement
Community, winds downtown near Spanky's and The
I ml.- Grill through Purcell
Park and finally runs into the
North River. The runoff from
Newman Lake flows into a
stream named Seiberf s Creek,
a tributary of Blacks Run.
It is this portion of the
stream that the greenway
would run along through

m-GJKMKjur*-.

Flli PHOTtWW Kim
Zane Showker's donation of $1 million helped put In to
motion a plan to clean up the polluted Blacks "■in ilaam

mm

tournament in September.
Despite substantial training, it is possible to handle a
course load and learn how to
save lives, too. "JMU students have worked around
their schedules
before,"
Firefighter Will Bascom said.
"And our stations are convenient to the university."
Hose Company No.4 operates out of Rock Street downtown and on Port Republic
Road near Ashby Crossing.
Those interested in lending a
helping
hand
to
the
Harrisonburg mva thnmgh volunteer firefighting can contact
the firehouse at 434-7681.

Settlement
reached with
family of JMU
professor
BY KERRI SAMIM I

staff writer
The city of Harrisonburg
and the family of former JMU
assistant physics professor,
Jeanette Lynn Miller, reached
an on t ot court settlement concerning Miller's death early
this Spring.
Miller, 49, was struck and
killed by a Harrisonburg
Transit bus May 2001 while
crossing Cantrell Avenue with
her daughter, Laura Kay Miller.
I .inr.i Kay Miller, 20, sustained
critical injuries according to the
Daily NewiRecord. The driver,
Alphonso Mason Sr.. was dismissed from charges of involuntary manslaughter last July,
but still faced charges of reckless driving
According to the Doily
News-Record, city attorney
Thomas Miller and other city
officials connected with the settlement were prohibited from
providing any information,
stating that a court order prevented him from further discussing
the
settlement.
Harrisonburg mayor Joseph
Fitzgerald said the city has
agreed to not discuss the issue
as part of the settlement.
A spokesman for the
Harrisonburg Transit and
Miller's family were unable to
be reached lor comment.
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Trespassing
• Two non-students were issued trespass notices in the Hillside Computer
Lab Aug. 27 at 5:30 a.m.
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er named in the article "JMU alum
charged in connection with Feb murder"
is Kent Culuko. His name was spelled
incorrectly in the March 14, 2002 issue
of The Breeze.
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"It... exposes you to a lot of
research you would not get at
other universities..."

■ Undergraduate Research

NEWS
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Science and math
majors spend summer
working for grants

BRIAN LATUGA

junior
tee itofy Mow

Echterling., Rooney receive Distinguished Faculty,
Service Awards from Alumni Association Aug. 23
BY MEAOAN SMITH

contributing writer
The JMU Alumni Assiciation
presented the James Madison
Distinguished Faculty and
Service Awards to professor of
psychology and director of counseling programs. Lennis G.
Echterling, and Associate Vice
President of University Relations,
Glenda Rooney, at a faculty meeting Aug. 23.
Every year the JMU
Alumni Association solicits
nominations for these awards
by sending out letters to
deans, department heads and
administrators. They also
advertise in BrtyAtfflmg The
Lights of Madison, their electronic newsletter and post on
their Web site that they are
seeking nominations. The
nominations are then submitted to a recognition committee and recipients are choMfl
at the June meeting of the
alumni Hoard ol Directors
The
James
Madison
Distinguished Faculty Award
honors professionals who
"demonstrate a consistent
pattern of excellence in classroom teaching and student
motivation and enrich this
experience through participation in professional activities outside of the classroom,'' according to a release
on the JMU Web site.
The award winners also
receive $1,500 to be used for
professional and departmental expenses. I'ast recipients
include Harold Teer, Mark
Warner, Clarence R Gall
John
Patrick
Rooney,
Challacc J. McMillin and
Carmen/a Kline.
Echterling earned his Ph.D
of psychology at Purdue
University. Since the late 1970s.
Echterling has taught at JMU,
and in 1990 he began his current
hill-time position as m profesoor

of psychology.
His interest in psychology,
especially in the resiliency of people and how they deal with hardship, has prompted Echterling to
guide the JMU students and staff
in serving the community in
times of crisis. He says fie is
"amazed at the resourcefulness
and personal ability of people to
deal with struggles."

Relations Justin Thompson
described Echterling in his
speech at the Aug. 23 meeting
as "friendly, outgoing, innovative
and
enthusiastic
whether working with a
small group of graduate
interns, a large lecture class of
undergraduates or an auditorium full of people who have
been involved in a disaster."
Echterling attributes his
enthusiasm to the fact that he
has learned so much from
and other faculty
Thank you is not truly students
members. Not only has he
taught at JMU, he also has
enough to be
participated in photography,
recognized among
dance and Italian classes.
Echterling said he feels
peers.
proud to have received the
— Glenda Rooney award, but he feels even more
tatOCHK Vice President ol MvMM) honored that he was chosen
Relations by his peers. "The best thing
has just been so many colleagues and students not just
congratulating me, but comAfter the Sept. 11 attacks, menting that it was well
Echterling said he noticed that deserved. That was very
the general response was "a touching," Echterling said.
desire of so many people to
Also presented at the meetmake a positive contribution." ing was the James Madison
He wanted to emphasize "posi- Distinguished Service Award.
tive psychology." Instead of This award "recognizes a faculregarding people as victims. ty or staff member whose servEchterling wanted them to real- ice to JMU and/or local, nationize that they wen1 resources. He al or international communities
organized a student and faculty has continually advanced the
group called Making A mission and goals of the instituDifference. Volunteers ran blood tion." Six people have received
drives for the Red Cross and the award in the past, including
dispersed information to guide Elizabeth E. Ncatrour, Cecil
parents in helping tlieir kids Bradfield, Sherry P Hood.
deal with the attacks, according Norlyn Bodkin, Donna Harper
to Echterling
and Rich Harris.
Echterling also said he
Rooney graduated from
has dealt with natural dis.is
Millfaps
College
in
Int. Students in his Crisis Mississippi and has taught
Intervention Class did local at JMU for 21 years. "I
outreach work for flood sur- believe in JMU," Rooney
vivors, and he took a group said. "I believe that we
of student volunteers to have set ourselves apart in
help people impacted by our commitment."
floods in Missouri.
Rooney's commitment is
Director I mi
Alumni seen in her numerous

-44-
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rwponslbUltiti Her office
oversees all campus-wide
events including the JMU
art auction, commencement,
the JMU day Celebration.
Parents Weekend and various other picnics or receptions. She also works with
Greater Madison, an organization of community and
university
people
who
focus on the relationship
between the two. Rooney is
an official representative to
Montpelier
for
mutual
development of programs
that benefit Montpelier and
JMU students.
Another one of Rooney's
responsibilities is parent relations. She often is meeting with
parents or on the phone with
them. Rooney said she wants to
let parents know that their
involvement is one of the greatest services to the university.
Perhaps more impressive
than her list of accomplishments
is the passion that Rooney
brings to her work. Thompson
said in his speech, "Her remarkable attitude, competence and
skill in tackling the many facets
of her position certainly exemplify the spirit of one committed
to making JMU a better place for
all of us."
Rooney said that she "truly
ttipfi the special events." The
wife of John Patrick Rooney,
the director ol the band, and
mother of two JMU alumni,
Rooney is adamant about
upholding an image of quality
for the school that she is in so
many ways connected with
She takes pride in her work
with parents, especially that
much of her efforts take JMU
to the parents
Rixrney said she was thrilliii
JENS' ACKKRMAN/i <mlnhulmv plkiloqmphrr
and humbled to win the award. Lennis G. Echterling. professor of psychology and director of
"Thank you is not truly enough counseling programs, recently was awarded the James
to be recognized among peers," Madison Distinguished Faculty Award by the JMU Alumni
.111

s.lkt

Association.

Grant facilitates
undergrad research
BY NATHAN CHIANTELLA

II S.N V KKkMAN 'vtitnhulinHphtmtRnipkr'
Glenda Rooney was given the James Madison Distinguished Service Award. "I believe In JMU, I believe that we have set our
I In our comrnrotient," said the Associate Vice President of University Relations.

contributing writer
Thanks to a grant of
almost $328,000 from the
National Science Foundation,
some 50 students from the
College of Science and
Mathematics gathered to
begin a 10-week research and
laboratory program.
The Research Experience
for Undergrads participants
wea* able to keep active in a
laboratory
environment
throughout the summer, beginning June X
In an article by the
Harrisonburg Daily NewsRecord,
JMU President
UtlWOod ROM Mkt "Involving
undergraduate students in
research is a hallmark of science
education at JMU."
Although this was the first
year for the REU in biology and
mathematics, the summer program has been available for 12
years in chemistry and for two
years in materials science as a
cooperative effort of the physics
department and the College of
Integrated
Science
and
Technoli>gy faculty.
The chemistry research is
also a collaboration, as the
department of communication

Breeze News Writers Meeting
Today, 7:30 p.m.
Basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall
Come one, come all!

X8-6699 or X8-8041

sama1*. .in.) disorders worked
with the chemistry department.
With such a combination, sign
language students wen1 able to
M interpreters in order to
assist the hearing impaired in
the lab.
The final symposium on
Aug. 7 and 8 consisted of
presentations encompassing
a wide variety of subjects,
such as water quality, proteins and the family history
of the sunflower.
Rep. BobGoodlatte attended
the symposium and commended the students. "Your work
ensures that the nation's science
and engineering work remains
dynamic and on the cutting
edge
of
development,''
Goodlatte said in the Daily
News-Record.
Junior Brian liiTuga, a twoyear participant in the program,
said, "It's really a great program
which exposes you to a lot of
research you would not get at
other universities with larger
chemistry departments.
"Since JMU has no graduate programs. vou gel to do
ihm^s a grad student would
such as work with more
equipment and learn a lot
more in general."
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Holocaust memoir project races against time
BY STEVENSON SWANSON

Knight Ridder Tribune
They survived one of the
mosl brutal episodes in history
but now they face an enemv
even more implacable than the
Nazis: time
As the years rapidly thin
the rtnkfl of Holocaust survivors, the race to pre
their Maries i- taking on added
urgency. Film director Steven
Spielberg, for one, has assembled I trove of thousands of
videotaped accounts by people who lived through or witnessed the Holocaust
A different kind of trove — of
words, not images — is piled up
in a mkttown office in New York
C itv In less than two years,
Nobel laureate Hlie Wiesel and
the son of two 1 lolocaust survivors have amassed a collection
of more than 750 Holocaust
memoirs, the basis of a new publishing venture that aims to capture in print the experiences of as
many survivors .is possible
Despite a wealth of books
and films about the Holtvaust.
the project's organizers say these
frequently searing recollections
of hi.1, death and survival till a
niche by giving flesh-and-blood
reality to tin gtrrTTfMaJ campaign that resulted in the deaths
ol six million |t Wfl
"What survivors ,an MM
nobody else can," said Wiesel,
whose memoir, "Night," was
one of the few commercially successful Brat-person accounts of
the Holocaust 'They have a
knowledge of what happened, of
who died and of who bears
responsibility"
Stark proof of the urgency of

preserving these stories came
last month at a storytelling httf*
va] in northwest suburban
Chicago, when Holocaust surVlvOf USS Dcrman recounted
her repeated BSQSpes from the
Nazis, urged her audience to
remember her storv and then
suffered a fatal heart attack
In the first batch of what
WteseJ hope?, will be m ongoing series, 10 volumes of memoirs will be published over the
next two years Funded by a $1
million grant from Random
House, Wiesel's publisher, the
books are being produced by
the US Holocaust Memorial
Museum in Washington
"Our time is limited in trying to collect all this, stories,'
said Fred Zeldman, the museum's chairman. "The opportunity to get this going is of
tremendous Importance to us
These are the kinds ot stones
that make you shiver
For years, Wiesel urged
Holocaust survivors to write
their stories. But he knew commercial publishers seldom
took on such works.
Despite the success of
Wiesel's memoir and a few
others, such as Anne Prank's
diary and
Prtmo
Levi's
"Survival in Auschwitz,
most Holocaust memoirs languish unpublished.
"Publishers feel saturated.
Wiesel said. "They feel Iran
have already paid their dues "
As a result, the story of the
Holocaust
generally
has
focused on the perpetr
addressing the workings ot the
death camps and the motiva
tions of the killers.

"The victims were often
\ lewed .is two-dimensional
objecaV" said Roestiaaft ■ securities i.iwvei with the Chicago
firm Ross and Hardies.
With the grant from Random
11 »use twos cars ago, Wiesel and
Rosensatt set up the Holoeaust
Sun ivors' Memoirs Profit

—44
These are the kinds of
stories that make
you shiver.
— Fred Zeidman
chairman.
VS. Hokxau>i Memorial Miuenra

-*9
Through word of mouth and
s, altered newspaper stones, sur\i\ors revolutions ^vn flooded Rosensilt s office The pniject
has accumulated 750 manu-

scripts snd Roaenaaft says new
memoirs still trickle in
lor Adam Boren, wriling

teainsi All txids," his Mcounl
or lie at a series oi concentration
camps, including Ma|danek and
Aiwhwit/, Started as | v.
make sure his lamih would
know the details ot his story.
But he believes that, as
Holocaust survivors die, it is
becoming increasingly important tor hOBS who remain to tell
There are very few of us

utt" ssid Bonn, 73 > retired
businsssnwi who lives m ■ubur-

COMMUNICATIONS

Telephone Service. Cable TV
Network/Internet (Ethernet)

TELEPHONE
CABLE
NETWORK

Call NTC about youi
Southview
Commons
Stonegate
Ashby
Local 437-4200
www.easyhookup.net

ban New lersev "It's an <»bligation because there are still
Holocaust dental But future
generations will have access t,(
this and hopefully it won't happen again
The first group of memoirs
Will reflect the broad ran
Jewish experiences during the
\a/i era In addition to accounts
0l Hie death camps, the memoirs
tell the stories ot Jews who
escaped from Nazi-occupied
Europe, only to find themseWea imprisoned in a Soviet
gulag, of a prewar convert to
[udamn who managed to keep
her family alive in Germany
throughout the war; and of an
internationally acclaimed athlete who was dropped from
the 1936 German Olympic
team because she n BS lew ish
I .n h Volume Will have a
printing of probably no more
than s,000 copies, with proceeds going toward the publication of more memoirLibraries, schools and universities are tK' likeliest buyers,
but Rosensaft hopes the volumes also will be available
through online sellers, such as

where these names and identities u ill be recorded."
The memoirs project parallels efforts wa h is those ol
Spielberg's Survivors of the
Shoah
Visual
Historj
Foundation,
which
has
videotaped 50,(XH) Interviews
since 1994.
But filmed accounts Ol BUT1

VtvOTI answering questions do
not alwavs capture the experience of the camps as faithfully as
a written account, according to
Wiesel, who notes the ancient

connection between Judaism
and writing.
'Words an- how we preserve
memories," he said 'We are the
people of the book"

\mazon com
And even if not all of the
memoirs are published, the
manuscripts will be available
■ m hers, probably at the
Hceocausl Memorial Museum
or on the Internet
'Each of these memoirs
contains not only an individual memorv, but also the
names and descriptions ol
friends, of family membe

communities that no longer
I'M-1. Roasnsafl said ' I hi H
memoirs are the onl\

place

Ml KG Aft [A/Xfttt*Xi4*i THb*
Attorney Menachem Rosensaft sits In his Manhattan office
among some of the 750 Holocaust memoirs he Is editing.
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Interns learn about arts Economics professor helps
readers to "Get a Grip"

INTERNS, from page 1
Thornton and Preston were
chosen as two of 22 in the final
selection. "I of course didn't
know how tough it was until
after I was there," Thornton
said. "The application was
quite extensive, however. They
needed a writing sample, two
letters of recommendation and
a transcript."

-46
Working with the
Kennedy Center and
National Symphony
was exactly what I was
looking for.
— Kate Preston
senior

99
Preston said she was more
familiar with the process. "The

competition is tough for two
reasons. One, the Kennedy
Center has an international reputation as a diverse arts organization, and two. the internship
provides a stipend," she said.
Living quarters for the summer were arranged prior to the
commencement of the internship. Thornton found three
other Kennedy Center interns
to room
with in the
Georgetown
area
of
Washington, D.C Preston lived
with a friend in Fairfax and
commuted to work. Thornton
said her interest was sparked
by the Kennedy Center's Web
site, wxLnv.kennedy-cenler.org,
where she learned of the possible internship. Preston said
being a member of Sigma
Alpha Iota, a professional
women's music fraternity on
campus, led her to Apply
Preston and Thornton said
the internship proved to be beneficial in opening a world of
possibilities. "We were able to
see the shows presented at the
Kennedy Center, which is a perk

that not even regular employees
get," Thornton said. Free admission was given to such shows as
the Sondheim show, a tribute to
the composer and the Disney
musical "Aida," from the producers of "The Lion King."
Thornton and Preston said
they found the seminars a valuable additon to their internships. Thornton said the seminars were opportunities to hear
what kind of job the person had
at the Center, how they got there
and their advice for us on how
to get there ourselves."
Preston also said that the
organizational
information
received through the experience
was like no other. "Working
with the Kennedy Center and
National Symphony was exactly what 1 was looking for," she
said. "Not only did I get to work
with the NSO, but I also learned
how a complex arts organization is managed."
"All in all, it was a great
summer and I learned a lot
about what I want to do when I
graduate," Thornton said.

English professor publishes
biography on southern writer
ENGUSH, from page 1
with dialect," said Cash.
"The general quality is a bit
limited because of her
emphasis on theology."

-6 6

It's exciting to have my
five minutes of fame.
— Jean Cash
English professor

99
For the biography. Cash
conducted interviews with
classmates, friends and teachers of O'Connor's. However,

Cash only was able to interview distant relatives of
O'Connor because closer (ami
ly refused to cooperate with the
project. The family already had
designated someone else to do
an official biography. Cash
knew this beforehand and still
wanted to proceed.
At the beginning of the book,
there is an acknowledgement
which explains how the family
wouldn't cooper.itr
"I've had the book contract
since 1990," Cash said. "And I
figured 1 could do the biography without their cooperation.''
Publishers Weekly called
Cash's book a "scrupulously
detailed
biography,"
and
Booklist Magazine said, "This is
the first full-scale biography to
be published on Flannery
O'Connor, one of the most
intriguing and respected writers
of the 20th century."

ECONOMICS, from page 1
radio shows throughout the
country, and during an interview with WMBI Chicago,
Wood's Web site, ivww.plainmoneyxom, received more than
five times the highest previous
amount of hits that it ever had
received, according to Wood.
Like other self-help books,
Wood said "Getting a Grip on
Your Money" explains to people
that they do not need a masters
degree in economics to be able
to understand how to make
their money work for them.
However, the difference
between his book and the
other "get rich" books is that
Wood said he lets you know
how to make your money
work for others as well.
Wood's
writing
offers
insights into his beliefs in
Christianity and the idea that

sharing one's financial profits
with others creates an opportunity for everyone to excel.
He said he feels his creative
blend of "biblical wisdom" and
his .deep knowledge of economics enlightens Christians on how
they can incorporate their earnings into their worship.
Anyone, no matter their preferred denomination, can use
his finance tips. Wood said.
"Getting a Grip on Your
Money" gives the reader simple
and practical advice on such
issues as insurance, mortgages,
mutual funds and credit cards
Wood also has written two
other publications, both on
nuclear power, that were distributed to libraries and universities nation wide. "You never
expect anyone from the public
to come in and read those [publications)," Wood said.

Cash is very excited about
her book being published. "I've
just taught students and wrote
articles for the past 20 years,"
said Cash. "It's exciting to have
my five minutes of fame."
Cash also has written
"Evangelical Fervor," "Gothic
Horror" and "Redemption:
Reflections
of
Flannery
O'Connor in Larry Brown's fiction." Additionally, she has
written articles in The Flannery
O'Connor Bulletin and English
Language She currently is
working on a 10,000 word
entry on Larry Brown for the
"Dictionary
of
Literary
Biography," which will come
out sometime in 2003.
Cash said her new book will
be available in the campus
bookstore soon. She also will be
doing a book signing sometime
in the next month at B. Dalton's
in Vallev Mall.

If Your Doctor Ii Mlta Away
And You Need Treatment For:
Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries • Sprains
Mono • Strep Throat
Lacerations
In house STD Testing

I Combines "Biblical wisdom" and economic
advice
I Wood has written other
books on nuclear power

| Can be purchased at:
I Amazon.com anal
www.plainmoney.com

Date: Monday, September 9
Time: 5 - 7 p.m.
Where: The Breeze office, in
the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall

Free food provided

pre#fi>

Buy Any Regular Sandwich
at «2.99
,

432-9996

I Written by: William
Wood, professor of economics at JMU

Come find out what we're all
about!

Jlavorofthe
Week:

M E. Wolfe SI
B«»» Kline's

775 Cantrell Ave.
(next to Hardees)

Book facts

Breeze Open House

JxD

Downfown: 433-3917

Those interested in purchasing the book can order it from
Anuzt7n.com or on wunv.plainmoney.com.

Peach

i Get Second One FREE i
L
_ l^t8*?2-

k tt'ittil] Welroffle fag.

Mon.- Fri. 9 am-8 pm
Sal. 10am-4pm
Sun. 1 pm-6 pm

Downtown Barber Shop

EMERGICARE

49-F West Water St.
Harrisonburg. VA
434-4252

WfcaVf 'aMW mx SrnJing 7W Fr* mk

All major bank cards accepted
and wc will file your insurance
claim for you!

No Appointment Necessary • OPEN 7 Dayi a Week

ltHours:

Mon-Fri 8a.rn.-5 p.m.
^\ Sat. 8a.m.-12 p.m.

V

mvWfltllllff

nmlmi

Barbers
Sj kriilar

Across the street from Spanky/s
Underneath Water St. Parking Decl

Hometow/n Music
GUITARS, AMPS, DRUMS,

PA AND MORE...

www.homeiownmusie.net

■ V:

.v^ii

A
GUITARS/ DRUMS

PA &

MORE...

PIUS: PA Renlalt, Electronic Percuttion, Banjo?, Dulcimers,
Friendly Service, Boeki & Videos, Congas, Microphones,
Amplifier!, Multi-Track Recorders, Cymbals, Bongos, T-Skirts,
Effect Pedals, Harmonicas Gift Certificates, Question! Answered,
Kid-Sue Drumseti, Tuners, Fog Machines...

See Homefownmusle.net for mote Information
2990 S Main'4344159 • 10 6 M,T,T,F, 10 5 Saturday ■ Closed Wed & Sup]
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Group proposes plan to clean up stream
plan then went back to the city Commission, the school board
GROUP, from page 1
and the Harrisonburg Fire
campus,
originating
al council Aug. 27.
The five point plan is as fol- Department.
Newman lake and continuing
Finally, FBRG is asking for
lows: First, FBRG will be askby the railroad tracks.
Blacks Run has been suffer- ing for the city to accept their the city to endorse use of
their
resources, primarily
ing from years of pollution, master plan, which is a prosewage contamination and neg- posal of over 100 pages includ- land and personnel.
According to the FBRG,
lect, according to the Aug. 27 ing how the greenway will be
built and all plans involving Showker came to FBRG in late
Daily News-Record.
May expressing strong desire to
"In 1989, a local community it's inception.
Secondly, FBRG would like help the project. At that time he
group.
Citizens
for
Downtown, began improving the master plan forwarded to said he would match every indidonation
to
the
Blacks Run as part of ongoing the planning commission as vidual
downtown
revitalization part of the cities comprehen- Greenway fund up to $5,000
through )uly 31. "The commuefforts," according to the sive plan.
Thirdly, FBRC would hope nity raised roughly $30,000, and
Friends of Blacks
Run
Greenway
Web
site, to see the city accept easements with Showker's matching donaalong the greenway, such as lia- tions the projected total figure is
www. blacks ru ng reen way org. •
approximately
$60,000,"
According
to
Todd bility and maintenance of the
Hedinger, chairman of FBRG, greenway and safety patrol Hedinger said.
During
the
July
23 city
there is currently a five point along the greenway.
Fourthly, the FBRG wants council meeting, spokeswoman
plan that is waiting approval
from the city council for sup- the city to encourage and sup- for Showker, Lucy Ivanoff
port to move ahead. On July 23 port other city related agen- declared the $1 million donation to the Harrisonburg
the plan sought approval from cies who wish to partner with Rockingham foundation trust.
the city council, who in turn FBRG. These agencies include
This trust has stipulations that
FILE PHOItVftljr Kim
said it should be endorsed by Harrisonburg Redevelopment
A ftva point plan has been proposed to set In motion the clean
the planning commission first, and Housing Authority, the says that interest accrued on
Electric this money will be used to pay
up of Blacks Run, a stream that runs through campus.
which took place Aug. 14. The Harrisonburg

the salary of a full-time staff
position to be responsible for
the upkeep and maintenance of
the stream.
Planners went in front of city
council Aug 27 and officially
proposed the plan. The city
council voted to approve the
master plan.
Hedinger said, "Showker
now refers to it (Blacks Run)
as 'the greenway' due to the
fact that Blacks Run has more
of a negative reputation to
the senior residents of the
city,"due to pollution and
general apathy among nearby residents.
The final project, which
includes the greenway on privately owned parts of stream,
will not see completion for 1525 years, Hedinger said.
However, the initial stage of
completion which involves
construction on city owned
land could be completed in
two to three years, according
to Hedinger.

It's now a Breeze to place a classified ad.

USEYOURCREDITCARD!
Phone:568-6127
Fax:568-6736
E-mail' the_breeze@jmu.edu

PAPA'S

Mission Coffee
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Hospital flanfan
Garden rnU
Cafe
$xte nearest Burruss Hall
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Ppucino

"■oothies

ALL-WHITE-MEAT BREAST FILLETS
Tender, crispy and golden brown.
Perfect for dipping!

e
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Includes:

$55Ve
T
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Buffalo tfot Sauce

iWatt\»
Itetf

Honey rousr/wp

%~

Large One Topping Pizza &
Order of Chicken Strips

$13.99!
433-PAPA

Alternative clothing, lingerie, accessories,
videos, DVDs, adult novelties
432-6403
Mon-Thurs I0am-9pm
Fri&Sai I Oam-1 Opm
Sunday \2pm-5pm

3051 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

PARACJISE Or
EXOTIC DANCE Club
TbuRS.-Sar.
7 pev - 2:30 am

HOURS:

DWCER

J

clu F0R

246-5047 on 607-0433
1-81 Nomb TO EXIT 257. Take RT. 259 TO Bnoadway
lep O.T licjn. 20 Mm. TO Panadise Cny on lefT.
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"Something in our psyche compels us to want the old and familiar even when faced with far better, newer options."

OPINION
HOUSE

Nostaligia can stand in the way of improvement
Chances are that somewhere in your room is an
old ratty teddy bear, a
thread-bare baseball mitt or
a tattered blanket. It is dirty
and falling apart and certainly no longer serves a
useful purpose. You easily
could throw it away and get
a new, sorter bear, a top-ofthe-line mitt, a blanket that

actually keeps you warm.
But even while acknowledging its advantages, you
concede that newer isn't
always better. While your
new blanket might be superior in every way to an outside observer, to you it lacks
that sense of history and
experience that made your
blanket special. What it
gained in appearance, use-

fulness or size, it lost in character and nostalgic value.
Over our years at JMU,
we will frequent places that
begin to take on a significance beyond their function.
After graduation, we will
return to the 'Burg to stand
in our old dorm room, walk
the halls of our academic
buildings and sit down to
eat at our favorite restaurants. As we do, the sights,
sounds and smells of these
old familiar buildings will
rekindle fond memories of
bygone days as care-free
unaergrads, just as hugging
our teddy bears fills us with
youthful joy.
However, inevitably one
day we will stop by to visit
old haunts only to discover
they have been demolished
to make way for newer and
better facilities. We will
lament the fact that the
young students walking the
campus never had the
chance to experience the
wonder of our treasured
places, while they will wonder why we'd trade a gradeA facility for a relative dump.
This summer, Harrisonburg
gained a new torxjuahry restaurant. According to the Aug.
26 issue of The Breeze, the ola
Dave's Taverna on South
Main Street has been reincar-

nated as Dave's Downtown
Taverna only three doors
down from its predecessor.
There is no denying that the
new Dave's is far superior:
better lighting, triple the
space, double the seating, a
full-service bar, added dining options. Any unbiased
visitor would choose the
new Dave's over the old any
day. Who would opt to
brave the rickety spiral staircase and cram into the dark
and tiny restaurant that once
was Dave's Taverna?
We would. Something in
our psyche compels us to
want the old and familiar
even when faced with far
better, newer options. Last
year JMU students clamored about the loss of the
old cafeteria-style D-hall,
even while acknowledging
the better food selection
and presentation of the
revamped eatery.
They protested the building of a new, bigger bookstore while complaining
about long lines and haphazard systems at work in
the make-shift bookstore in
PC Ballroom. And now we
mourn the loss of a favorite
restaurant, even though it
was replaced with something even better. These
familiar places held special
meaning to us despite their
shortcomings and flaws,
and we are sad to see
them go.
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BETWEEN THE LINES

Sec(
econd decade of
life a milestone
On Aug. 18, 1982, I entered
the world a screaming, bloody
mess complete with 10 fingers,
10 toes, two eyes and, according
to my mother, a full head of hair
Please hold your applause until
the end.
Now, as my 20th year rolls
around on still-lubricated gears,
1 cannot help but feel that some
great Milestone has been
reached (not yet crossed, mind
you). Milestone with a capital
"M." This isn't one of those silly
cultural milestones like a
" thanks- for-getting-me-thatcar/horse/moped'' Sweet 16, a
"now-I-can-finally-buy-myown-R-rated-movie-tickets" 17
or even a "you-mean-I-cannow-legally-get-away-withdrinking-this" 21st birthday.
IMi is one of those birthdays
where the weight of the "0"
grabs your head in beefy hands,
twisting it around 180 degrees
and forcing you to examine
what's behind you, no matter
how bad you try to fight it,

As we reach 30,
40, 60, 80, the
puzzle pieces
increase.

To lite press alone, chequered as His with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the trtumphs which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression "

— James Madison

to get from a bloody bubble of
flesh being assaulted by a plastic
snot-sucker to this man. Every
step ever taken, every decision
ever made and every emotion
ever felt has led up to the rapid
morion of these brown fingers
on gray keys.
Our linear memory only
goes back so far; the rest is merely a collage of images and
instances we remember as references in case, wracked by the
melancholia of self-doubt, we
have to reach into the past to
redefine ourselves as individual
human beings.
The first trip overseas to the
land of our fathers; moments
of juvenile awkwardness in a
crowd of cauc.isi.ins, Ic.isingas
a ritual for acceptance by peers
followed by self-doubt; long
walks spent on the agonizing
question of how to define oneself, how to explain existence;
a second trip overseas that
leads to the epiphany of selfrealization, that we are all mixtures of something. As we
reach 30, 40, 60, 80, the puzzle
pieces increase.
Yet if we've learned what
we're supposed to, if we are certain that the end result will
remain the same, then the puzzle is always easy to solve.
Because no matter what excited
hormones tell us when we're
young, adolescence is not about
deeper voices or pubic hair or
fuller breasts or wider hips.
These are evolutional changes
that are eventual and irreversible. While our PE. instructors emphasized these changes
with all sorts of giggle-inducing
slides and videos, the emotional
and metaphysical changes were
passed off as mood swings,
angst or PMS. The true goal of
growth is not something to anticipate or giggle about. The journey to self-realization is as rough
as Dante's journey through the
afterlife and often times as hard
to understand. It is a trip undertaken without the luxury of
Cliff's Notes or pre-written
research papers. Some people
lope right through the maze.
Others like myself take our own
sweet time, sometimes because
we like to enjoy the scenery and
sometimes because we are
scared to take another step.
Now, even with my head
twisted backwards, and face
whipped by the bitter winds of
nostalgia, I never would be so
bold as to declare that I've
see MILESTONE, page 9

Darts

Darts A Pals are submitted anonvnuHid\
and printed on a space '•available lxiu\
Submissions are based upon one person i
opinion of a given situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Pats
Email darts and pats to hire/cdpW hot mail com

PatA "special-delivery" pat to my chef-like
roommates who brought me homemade
dinner and dessert at work.
Sent in by a taxed and tired workaholic with
a weakness for fttho/i pizza and apple crisp.

Dart...
A "get-over-it" dart to the drama queen
of ,1 junior who acted like a seventh grader
when she switched groups to get out of
being with me.
From another junior and herfriends uho think
you sltould grow up and get on with your life.

Dart...
A 'Vay-to-m>t-recognize-your-()wn-parkingpermits" dart to the idiot in parking services
who gave me a $100 ticket for an invalid permit,
which was issued to me by Parking Services.
Sent in by an extremely pissed off senior uiw has
your officer ID ami can find out who you are.

Pat...
A "way-to-stay-txi-the-straight-and-narmw"
pat to the JMU grounds crew for sticking to
Virginia water regulations.
Sent in by a group of seniors wlio are pleased to see
the Quad brimming out if it keeps us hydrated.

EDITORIAL POLICY
Iw home nlitnn.il ntl..t* thi .finmn irf the editorial h.«rd;ii;i *+*>lc. and it run
necewinly the opinion i>f any inJiviJu.il »uft member o* dv Hreeze

Editorial Bond
Jeanine < iajev.|ft i
Editor

Travi* (:imaenpeel
Marbiginu BdfcWI

Jeuica Hanehury
itpmxn Editor

Utter* ID tha adkn JvulJ he in more than Ww»*ik,colunvv*K»ikiheno
mmc than 1000 v.. mh. and K*h will he nuhlidicd on l >ru«e available hoau
Thev mmt be delivered to The Hreev by noun lunday or S pm HnJav.
TrV Btrere MOTH the ri(rfit In edii lor durit* and tpace.
The of init'm in tin- section J>» not neiciunly reflect the opinion i* the
newspaper, thi* «aff, or James Maduon Un

Pat...
A "you' re-right -on-key" pat for the great
group of girls from Note-oriety for taking me
out for ice cream even though I can't sing.
Sent in by a junior wlio will make sure she
gets a front row seat at your next performance.
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MELANE STEIN

For the first time in my life I
know why some dread and others welcome another decadelong notch in the belt of their life.
At 10,1 was too naive to realize
it, too involved in my comic
books, my comic book cartoons,
and my comic book action figures. 1 was a Kryptonian swiftly
sluing through the clouds
instead of a Sudanese-American
making the uncomfortable transition from private to public
school. Dreams and fantasies
were both a form of recreation
and my last bastion, my Alamo
against the confusion that comes
from being the spawn of a black
journalist from Sudan and a
white nurse from Indiana, a mixture, a mulatto.
If only life was as easy to
assemble as a no-bake cheesecake (just mix and refrigerate).
But the growth process requires
scalding temperatures, frequent
toothpick testing and, most
importantly, patience. Twenty
years may not be a long time in
the great span of history, but to
the individual, 20 years is longer
than the greatest depression or
the coldest war. It took 20 years
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Managing editor
Aii* tit a tinker
News editor
Htm tmti
Asst news editor
Opinion editor

BREEZE

"Tolerance is a wonderful thing
in our society"

see house editorial, below

EDITORIAL
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Dart...
An "obnoxious diwsn't even cover it" dart to
the girl who persisted to beep at me not once, but
twice for letting other cars who were stuck at
th.it awful forest Mills intersection go before me.
Sent m by a northern girl who came to Virginia for
the friendly faces, not the rude, ignorant bad drivers
like you.
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USE YOUR DETECTIVE INSTINCTS
AND FIND THE BREEZE NEAR YOU
On-campus
Alumnae Hall
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Burruss Hall
Carrier Library
Chandler Hall
CISAT
Duke Hall
Facilities Management
Frederikson Hall
Frye Building
Gibbons Dining Hall
Godwin Bus Stop

Godwin Hall
Harrison Hall
Health Center
Hillcrest House
Hoffman Hall
Huffman Hall
Jackson Hall
Johnston Hall
Keezell Hall
Maury Hall
Medical Arts
Miller Hall
Modular Building
Moody Hall

Mr. Chips
Music Building
PC Dukes
Roop Hall
Sheldon Hall
Shenandoah Hall
Sonner Hall
Taylor Hall
Theatre II
UREC
Varner House
Wampler Hall
Warren Hall
Wellington Hall

Wilson Hall
Zane Showker Hall

Off-campus
Anthony's Pizza
Artful Dodger
Biltmore Grill
Calhoun's
Dukes Mobil
Hole in the Wall
Jess' Quick Lunch
Laughing Dog
Luigi's

Main Street Bar & Grill
Mike's Mini-Mart
Mr. Gatti's
Mr. J's Bagels
Nautilus Fitness Center
Neighbor's Exxon
Pizza Hut
Port Road Exxon
Purple Dawg
Runner's Corner
Simple Pleasures
Spanky's
The Look

These are just some of the more than 90 delivery locations for The Breeze.

Manpower
is looking for. . .
Manpower offers occasional, part-time
and full time positions in a variety of
work environments from construction
to production and office to technical.

E*ON
Fueling Our Community.
EhfehMYI

All workers with good attitudes encouraged to apply!
To register, stop by our office at
2061-A Evelyn Byrd Ave.
Behind the Valley Mall
at 9am or 2pm Monday thru Friday
Be sure to bring two forms of ID

ON A FILL-UP OF
8 GALLONS OR MORE

MANPOWER
Me find the hen in tfwryone anil put it to work'
An Lqual Opportunity Employe!

Good at Participating Locations in Harrisonburg & Rockingham County
Not Valid With Any Other Offer. No Copies Accepted. Expires 9/30/02
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ilestone reached
MIJiSTONE.from pagt 7
algia, I never would be so
as lo declare that I've
ed everything there is to
' or that I've climbed every
ntain and swam every sea.
> history, I am just another facei individual. I am a 20-yearDld drone who ate a chocolate
birthday cake and received
chool clothes. But self-realiza
n, the recognition that I am
individual human being
vith a sketch of how I want
ny life to progress, a dreamer
and thinker who now prefers
literature, artistic films and
autumn to comic books, horror
films and summer, is mine, as
I is to many others who have
the same Milestone I
ave. 1 now use terms like
nulatto, half-black and cafe

latte to describe myself to others for cornedic relief, while
secretly their usage is a big
middle finger to all the selfdoubt and confusion of the
past years. Cultural and individual descriptions should be
meaningless to us, fodder for
jokes and stories, not definitions of our selves.
What matters are not these
false definitions but the definitiona we create for ourselves.
Because whether we are 20, 40,
80, 100 or immortal, without a
clear sense of ourselves as individuals instead of supporting
players in a global ensemble
cast, we are ageless, as defenseless as a wrinkly newborn, dangling upside down and waiting
for the life-inducing slap of the
doctor's hand.

Goi a haiikerin ' to tell
very body what's on your
in i n d '.'

WRITE FOR
OPINION
Come t<> (he writer's meeting
today ;i( 4 p.m. in Th e
Breeze office in tire b&gemen.
« f A n 111 o n \ - S e e g e r.
K-mail
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"The Dalai Lama
because he loves
without judgement."

Andrea L. Sarate
grad student, history
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JON ANDERSON

Tolerance for people, not religious beliefs
Have you ever heard become so popular recently. By
someone say, "I don't have claiming that there is no other
any problem with Jesus; it's way to God, Jesus refutes all
his followers that bother other religions. That is not tolerme?" I must admit that some ance for .ill beliefs.
of his followers have bothWhen discussing the validered me too. Fact is, I have ity of one religion over anoth
offended a lot of people with er, inevitably you will hear
my aggressive manner. My comments like, "You can't dispurpose here is not to discuss count other people's beliefs"
my, or any other Christian's, and the ever popular. "There
failure to speak with sensitiv- are many ways to God."
ity. I want to examine a core Modern America believes that
teaching of Christ himself as long as one is sincere in his
and ask the question, "Would faith, it doesn't matter what he
modern America be toler- believes. It's familiar perhaps
ant of Jesus?"
even comforting to adopt this
Most people seem to have view because it removes the
a positive feeling about Jesus conflict between ideologies.
as a person. This sentiment is But make no mistake, this
expressed perfectly in the kind of thinking runs head on
scng by the Double Brothers, into a collision with the phi"Jesus is Just Alright with losophy of Christ,
Me." Our culture is cool with
1 don't expect everyone to
Jesus We tend to think of him accept the teachings irf Christ.
as loving, peaceful and pious, In fact, Jesus taught that most
a Gandhi type, into peace, wouldn't receive him. Hut if
love and the whole hippie you claim to be cool with Christ
movement. Well, you may be then at least study his teachin for a shock.
ings It's a big mistake to lump
Modern America has lost Jesus in with Mohammad,
touch with the real Jesus In this Buddha and anyone else who
day of political correctness and claimed to teach truth. Jesus is
no bounds tolerance, 1 doubt absolute and unapologctic. He
that most Americans would is the only way to God. There
approve of Jesus' attitudes and is no valid alternative accordbeliefs. After reading this arti- ing tO Christ.
cle, consider whether you
For another religion to be
would vote for Jesus if he were accepting of Christ and his
running for office.
teachings is for that religion to
Jesus said, "I am the way, the commit philosophical suicide.
truth and the life and no man Jesus stated categorically that
comes to the Father except he spoke the truth and that he
through me."(John 14:6) He did was the only way to God. To
not claim to know a way to accept Jesus' teachings is to
God. Jesus claimed to be the reject any conflicting message.
way to God — the only way. Therefore, praying to Allah
With these words, he shatters five times a day is an error,
the "tolerance speak" that has and the same goes for the

"Justin from American
idol because he's got a
sweet afro."

Josh Mills
senior, art

practices of all other religions.
While our culture is telling
us that all faiths are equally
\<iliil. (his is not what Jesus
believed and taught. This is,
therefore, not what Christinas
believe regardless of the next
ideological swing in our culture. Jesus proclaimed, "Enter
through the narrow gate. For
wide is the gate and broad is
the road that leads to destruction and many enter through it.
But small is the gate and narrow the road that leads to life,
and only a few find it."
(Matthew* 7:13,14).
Tolerance is a wonderful
thing in
our
society.
Openness to different people is a sign of security. So,
I do not
mean
that
Christians should silence
the false teachers in society.
Rather, we are to embrace
the person and expose the
fallacy and harmful impact
<>f their ideas.
Remember that Jesus was a
friend of sinners, and yet
preached against sin (Matthew
11:19). Christians should act
accordingly, and this will
offend those who refuse the
message Speaking the truth,
even though it is for the good
of the hearer, will infuriate
those who are trying to
remove Biblical principles
from public pUOM
Our culture does not
understand Jesus or his followers. Many vilify genuine
Christians tor simply agreeing with the teachings of
Christ. Take Reggie White for
example. He is an ex-pro football player and an ordained
minister. While made nation-

^1 "Homer Simpson
because despite his
drinking problem,
he always keeps his
'^ job at the power
plant."
JltE WmiERS/ctmrrihumg phmvxruphrr

Doug Pallozi
junior. ISS

al news when he stated to a
group of legislators that
homosexuality was wrong,
that homosexuality violates
the will of God, for mankind
is an absolute Biblical truth
(Romans 1:26,27; Leviticus
18:22; 1 Corinthians 6:9.10).
White only repeated the
truth, putting it out there in the
public arena to demonstrate his
opposition to those who
believe otherwise. He was tortured in the press for a week
for his intolerance.
I have no doubt that White
more than tolerates homosexuals; he loves them. However, the
homosexual community and
the broader society was shocked
and appalled at White's mesS.IRO I applaud White's position
because he wasn't tolerant of a
false ideology leading to a
harmful lifestyle.
For the record, I'm a follower of Christ who wants to
make friends not enemies. I
honestly love people who are
different than me. I enjoy con\< rMiig with people from different places and with those of
opposing viewpoints, but
don't expect me to compromise the truth for the sake of
the relationship.
Being accepted is important
to me, but not if it means conceding Biblical principle. I'm
prepared to be rejected by nonChristians because Jesus also
said, "If the world hates you,
keep in mind that they hated
me first ... They will treat you
this way because of my name,
for they do not know the one
who sent me" (John 15:18-21).
fon Anderson is a H"nior communication studies major

SB

"Mark Capon because
lie is an hidie rock god. "

Matt Bouknight
senior. English

Who is your idol and why?

SKYDIVE!
Easy One Day First Jumps! Freelall almost a minute from over 2-1/2 Miles High!

& $Utf Pieuitf
*$S74-Qt33£g*
**

WALK-MS lAfeLCOMK

w

*

Look us up on GoLookOn.com

' $10.00 off any tattoo
$ 5.00 off any body piercing
'With this coupon, One per customer
NOW
through
Sunday,
Sept. 1st
NLYI

DOUBLE STUDENT DISCOUNT
Take S30 off the regular
first |ump price with this ad
until May 2003!

**$#A

(540) 943-6587 or

. 1 (877) 348-3759
DIVESKY

compi.t. information i. on: www.skydiveorange.com
Fattest growing skydiving center on the East coast because:
-Beat Aircraft
Our Twin Engine Turbine Aircraft safely carries 22 Jumpers over 13,000'
■Most complete Instructional program
Others claim to use it, but we use Ihe official USPA training progrem lo the fullest since
it was developed here at Skydive Orange for the United States Parachute Aasoclatlon
■Our equipment
Compare our equipment to other Drop Zones'- Our parachutes are 100% equipped with
state of Ihe art CVPRES Automatic Activation back up devices, others use cheaper ones
to save money.
-We have the experience!
No other Virginia Drop Zone routinely puts up over 300 jumps most Saturdays, sometimes
over 400 lumps a day. We are doing over 17,000 |umps/year hare at Virginia's skydiving
center, Skydive Orange

West Side
Barber Shop^TSiylitig Salon
$6.00 Haircuts For Men and Women
Specializing in Flat-Tops, High & Tights, Cornrowing, Twisting,
Highlights, Foiling, Perms, and all your styling needs

W east nils fs rlnrnen

M30MK

■ft smmssiiianininnH

4 Ptas 11-25% an
Mtoctto«HBJ|aieea»

maHHIkaMi

M5

434-9999
790 96 E. MARKET STREET
in Kroger Shopping Cento*
IN HAMiacMeuna WITH STORES IN
CHABlOTTFSViaS AND RICHMOND TOO1

regular nice of select
new DVDs! tuidrMts if
DVDs to chMM from!"

SioM.'TnoAe
Ajoom /a* moAs
af epcJu/Mu/up

Walking Distance from JMU
Route 3 transit bus stop located in front of shop
Walk-ins
635 Rte. 33 West
442-6722
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CROSSWORD

HOROSCOPES
Today's Birthday (Aug. 29). You're more forceful and dynamic this year. You're less
willing lo be pushed around. Don't become so assertive thai you quit a perfectly good
job and take off for a place where you'll be surrounded by beauty and love _ unless, of
course, that's appropriate.

_—- Today is a 5 _ You just can't have
^^L^* something a friend recommend^"W ed- Stop wasting time worrying
about it. You can't afford it. If you
take on another job. maybe you can
afford il later

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 _ You may clash
Jl^^with authority, but that's Ok
^WPrven il you can't accomplish .ill
* the tasks on your list, you'll make
an impression. They'll know you're a
force to be reckoned with.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 5 _ A seemingly sim» pie task has become a lot more
complicated. For now, focus
L
your attention closer to home.
First things first.

«t!

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is an 8 _ It's easier to
h.ivc the courage of your convic' tions when there are a few others
on your side. Stick with what
you know is right, even if someone you
love doesn't understand yet.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
-* Today is a 5 Your partner and
^^__J friends want to give you advice.
^T™^, But to whom should you listen?
Amazingly, you should listen to
a cheap older person you don't even like
all the hme
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
I Today is an 8_ Chouse your words
carefully Be cupkimabc And limit
I your expansion for a while. First, fin$!- iah what you've started

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Today is a 6 _ You can't have
everything you want, so why
fifr despair? Ufa isn't (air, and even
if it were, you'd still have to
learn how to choose.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
1 Today is a 7 _ Don't continue to
aigije wim a stubborn person.
Somebody has to give in, or you'll
be stuck in the same spot forever.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
_^_ Today is a 10 _ You're losing
1^ _ inten-st in work and gaining
rajsT romantic attention. Could it be
that you're getting your priorities
•Mghl? Work tomorrow, play today.

23
ii

61 Patriot Thomas
62 Clan chief
63 Lair
64 Bronte and
Boleyn
65 Loudness units

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
.
Today is an 8 _ While your part(t%i net is getting stronger, ,i relative
"^y is stuck in a rut. Encourage them
both, and don't be dismayed.
Each grows at his or her own pace.

DOWN
1 Obligation

2 Lawyer Dershowitz
3 The Captain's Toni
4 Former queen ol
Spain
5 Wind in and out
6 Diminish

28

.

,-•

■

28

41

42

1

12

13

36

37

38

54

55

"
,.
,.

22

VI-

30

32

1
44

45

35

'• i
47

40

..

4a
50

DO

1

'5

?4

39
43

s

7

8

1"

1

32 Mississippi senator

57 Flight from the
law
58 Windows feature
60 Zeta-theta separator

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
«^» Today is a 5 _ Something that
J^a looked good on paper may turn
M^\ out to be less than you'd hoped.
^
The solution isn't quite obvious
yet, but it should be by late tomorrow.

'

31

5/

51 Tribute
54 Male sib

1

4

18

H

31 Brothers in arms
33 Coloring agents
34 Marsh
35 As far as
39 Actress Falco
41 From Pago Pago
43 Bowler's tough
conversion
48 Lowest decks
49 Expire
50 Simply

3

II

27 To boldly go, e.g.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
. Today is a 6 _ It's better to
Mtr) hold onto what you know,
'JWp dispensing information only
when needed. Better doublecheck to make sure that it's right.
There's not much room for error.

2

M

II Shrinks' org.
14 1985 John
Malkovich film
15 Apply elbow
grease
16 One of the twelve
tribes
17 Dessert for
Chiquita?
19 California fort
20 Station from
Tenn.
21 On the market
22 Ballerina's skirt
23 Fuming
25 Amatory

Daily rating: 10 Is the easiest day, 0 the
moat challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

1

ACROSS
I Palm fruits
6 Slow, in music

S3

1

I

52

53

'

59

'
.,

1

"

7 Montreal player
8 17th-century
actress Gwyn
9 Three-pronged
spear
10 Giant great
11 Tropical rodent
12 4th episode
13 Cite as pertinent
18 Pros' foes
22 Kiddy
24 Jacob the journalist
26 Musical dir.
27 Downcast
28 Layer
29 Warship grouping
30 Charged particle
34 Repair
35 Diamond arbiters
36 Vegetable grown
on supports
37 Mai cocktail
38 Can. prov.
39 6th sense
40 Kind of hands?

\
.

SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:
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41 Hosiery mishaps
42 Phases
43 Hoodwinked
44 Baroque
45 Tracey Takes
On" star
46 Rogers or
Campanella

H
A
L
0

■A

A L
E L
S
O
P

A H A B
B A S A
M 1 s T
F 1 f- T H
L E A s E
F
A
A c T
A G R A
E C O O P
M E R C E
B
A E R
A M
R AD A R
G U A V A
O L|D E N

■

47 Makes joyous
52
53
55
56
58
59

Ken or Lena
Collect ore
Clair or Coty
Billfold fillers
Health resort
Pi follower

—Tribune Media Services

WELCOME BACK..
4 LUXURY BEDROOMS/
4 LARGE BATHROOMS
WASHER & DRYER IN EVERY APMTMENT

SPACIOUS KITCHENS
CEILING FANS
FULLY FURNISHED

L

S JN(HASE
STATE OF THE ART CLUBHOUSE
24-HOUR BUSINESS CENTER
TV LOUNGE
POOL TABLES

U

LUXURY POOL
TENNIS COURT
24-HOUR FITNESS CENTER

■
■
'
'

I

I

442-4800

we up toSmchw & leawe typical student housing behind.1
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Fetishes run rampant
in performers'
contracts

%
«

*

even more. You just kind of felt like you
walked into a space ship when you
walked into the room. It was really cool."
The dressing rooms aren't just a place for
^r
the performer to lounge around drinking and
C*
eating more than humanjy possible. Some acts
.
use it to catch up on the latest news.
,<>
"Comedians will often ask for local newspa►
pers," Ship said. "Performers like being able to incorporate
:»
some knowledge of the locale into their routines."
At each tour stop, the quirky pop/rap/rock band 2
Skinnee J's asks for the latest New York Times - so they can stay
.x»-i
abreast of the latest news and provide the most educated commentary
between songs. At least thafs what their contract states.
When discussing alcohol requests, the most appropriate word is
vso'
"asked," since as a dry campus, JMU can't purchase alcohol for performers.
t*
Back when the drinking age was 18-years-old, UPB went out and bought
ACNertV
desired beverages for performers, but wouldn't pay for it themselves. "We
iiet
would not pay for it out of our budget," Weaver recalled.
Story by senior «t
Now-a-days JMU doesn't allow UPB to have anything to do ^r
with alcohol wishes. Stup said that while performers are^
bummed when their alcohol wishes can't be met, everyone still
The» Foo Fighters wanted clean sets of undershirts, underwear
ends up taking JMU's stage,
"and
and socks. Widespread Panic wanted 250 pounds of ice. Guster
Alcohol service isn't the only thing that's changed over time,
wanted a fish and fish bowl. Third Eye Blind asked for a $50
S50
Many things have. For example, Weaver said back in the 70s and 80s
bottle
bottle of designer hair gel. And Chris Rock asked for 50 chick"lots of groups" joined students in D-Hall's all-you-can-eat lines,
en
en wings, a pitcher of water, incense and an incense burner. So
although it may not be a fair comparison to today's dining hall, since
what exactly are these requests for?
the cafeteria also used to serve alcohol.
Many celebrity performers have graced the JMU campus, but like any other
"When I booked Bob Hope, he went to the Little Grill" Weaver said. "He
profession, entertainment is a business. Each performer has a contract that is
was very open, walking around and talking to people."
negotiated with university program boards but there's a whole lot more to the
While Weaver gleefully recalled his days working with JMU's visiting
contract than just the agreement to perform on a certain date and time for a cerstare, not every act was a delight to serve. "There's lots of stories," he said.
tain price. Each act has various other additional requests, called riders.
"Every situation is totally different."
Tne University Program Board brings these acts to JMU throughout the
The ISO's band. Little Feat, stuck out in Weaver's mind. "Their rider said
year and negotiates their contracts, including the various riders. Senior Kei
in big, bold, underlined letters perked coffee, not instant." Weaver said.
Edogua last year's director of L'PB's hospitality committee said, "If they're a
The band demanded to begin the day with real coffee. "That's the first thing
big enough name and they can get away with it, they'll ask."
they wanted when they got off the bus." Weaver said.
While JMU may try its best to oblige performers' wishes, sometimes the item is just too rare to acquire. The folksy rock band Blues
Traveler, who performed at JMU last year, provided one such test.
Their contract specifically requested "six cans of Fresca," a diet
grapefruit soda that could only be acquired in Harrisonburg in 2-liter
It's not an easy life that they live... They work hard. But
bottles. So UPB did the best they could to accommodate the visiting
performers. Before the band entered the dressing room, their managthere are ridiculous things on the contract that you just
er walked through, making sure everything was set out correctly.
th Fresca bottles, he hysterically said 'Hide them!"
When he saw the
strike through.
pparently if Blues Traveler had entered the room to find
the bottles, which they consider to taste very differently
—Jerry Weaver
from the cans, they would have thrown a fit. "Blues
Former JMU program director for student affairs
Traveler had other things to drink, so they didn't even
mention the Fresca," Edogun said.
At first, some requests seem strange, but others can be quite realistic.
The Foo Fighters and Vertical Horizon requested sets of underwear,
Jerry Weaver, who served as JMU's program director for student affairs S socks and undershirts since it's so much easier to put on fresh and clean
w
from 1973 to the late 80s, said. "If s not an easy life that they live. They
clothes at each tour stop rather than washing them at the laundromat,
deserve a hot meal or two a day. They work hard. But there are ridiculous
"Items like socks and underwear are considered disposable," Stup said,
things on the contract that you just strike through."
^"The question is: 'Is it a good use of student fees to buy (Foo Fighters
The hospitality committee at UPB is in charge of shopping for the S frontman and millionaire) Dave Grohl, socks and underwear?'"
various items desired by the performers. Edogun reminisced, "I just S
While history seems to simply repeat itself with picky stars
remember laughing, when I read Busta Rhymes' contract. He asked for
demanding trivial fetishes, every once and a while there are agree a few boxes of condoms."
.able performers such as popular comedian Dave Chappelle. He perAnother rapper who performed at JMU, Ludacris, also added condoms to
Sformed to two sold-old crowds last April and didn't ask for any spehis contract although he was more specific requesting the Magnum brand. ^r
cific food or beverage riders on his contract, something Berkhimer
"I don't even know if we bought 'em," said junior, Ashley Berkhimer, who
said she'd never heard of. Stup said Chappelle only asked for "a
was a member of the hospitality committee.
hotel and a meal. That's about it. It's not very specific."
According to UPB Director Chris Stup, condoms are
a very frequent request and actually may be a
very necessary rider. "I've heard stories of artists
who went to residence halls after the show," Stup /
said, adding that it is fairly common for artists
The question is: 'Is it a good use of student fees to buy
and fans to get together at the hotel after the show.
Alcohol is the most often requested rider. "I can't think
(Foo Fighters frontman and millionaire) Dave Grohl,
of one visiting performer that has not asked for some type /
rof alcohol," Stup said. The aptly-titled rock band Tonic,
socb and underwear?'
who performed here last year, asked for: one bottle of
ride wine, 12 bottles of Bud Light, 24 bottles of
-Chris Stup
UPB Director
'Budweiser, one bottle of vodka with lemons and
limes and as one could have guessed — tonic.
Many of the riders are intended to cre: a certain — sometimes sacred — atmosphere in the performer's dressing room.
Junior Hugh Saunders speculated, "Maybe it says something
Chris Rock's incense and incense burner
about the quality of the performer. All these stars — most of which
were for his dressing room, as were
aren't even all that big — demand tons of stupid stuff. However
Guster's fish and fish tank. Ludacris
then Dave Chappelle shows up, quickly selling out, and he
ked for a black sofa and black
doesn't ask for anything special. Maybe there's a correlation."
love seat. The Foo Fighters
As for what is in tne making this year, only the JMU
brought their own dressing
budget can tell. "Even if the budget is low, we still plan to
room garb. "They put blacl
have four to six shows this year," Stup said. Due to
cloths all over everything,"
Virginia budget cut backs, UPB has decided to wait on
Edogun
discussing contrasts with potential entertainers. But
remembered. "They
JMU will be entertained and UPB remains optimistic
dressed up the
about their budget alotments.
dressing room
_j^
*j.
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Rockingham Cooperative

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

Win a Jeep!
(Grand Prize Drawing 12/14/02, No Purchase Necessary)

HH|1
,.*

*"

Next Monthly Drawing October 1,2002 for
$100 Gift Certificate for
ROCKY FOOTWEAR
One winner from each location!

Featuring 36 holes of the best golf in the
Shenandoah Valley
Play our New Mountainview Course
Call to reserve a tee-time
434-8937

Complete Rules and Registration box
available at all locations.
Register once each day you are in one of the
Rockingham Cooperative stores.

Student Special
Now Thru September 30, 2002
Monday-Thursday
From 1:00PM to Close
Show your Student I.D.
18 Holes with a Cart $24.00 per person

Locations:
Rockingham Cooperative
True Value
Mossy Oak Apparel
Alpine Binoculars
Bleu Water Company
American Security Sales

Sponsors:

Harrisonburg
Hartman Motors
Bridgewater
Cline Energy
Elkton
Swift Rifle Scopes
Timberville
Rocky Footwear
Woodstock Verstandig Broadcasting
Monterey
Parker Compound Bows

V

who said there are no

good [bars]

on campus?

rThe best bars on campus don't serve drinks, they serve their country. You see, when you complete
Army ROTC and graduate, you'll be an officer and get a set of gold bars. (The kind you wear on
your shoulder.) In the process, you'll have learned how to think on your feet. Be part of a team.
Even be a leader. And an Army ROTC scholarship might have helped pay your way. Register for an
Army ROTC class today. Because there's no better buzz than the sense of accomplishment.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Sign up for classes now!
Contact Major Chris Love at 568-3633
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'Too often we notice fervent readers throughout the daily motions of our lives and pass
them off as ... social Humpty Dumpties ... "

Raising the flags
Senior Lorena Whalan experiences a
day at the races.
114

ZAK SALIH

junior
5M

ftocy bttow

Lucky Be
A Band
Local group rocks Vans Warped
Tour, other downtown venues
Left: Luck Be A Lady poses for a snapshot. Right: Seniors
Blaine O'Brien and Billy Sorrentino perform at a show.

phttoaciunc^ ol Billy Stmcnlino
Bv KATV KAIN
contributing writer
JMU's rising sensation, luck
Be a Lady, is more than just your
average band of lucky guys. It is
the talent that has thrown the
power pop quartet into a whirlwind of touring and record deal
negotiations.
"Lots of smiles and good
times" also add to the experience of being a local band on the
rise, senior Billy Sorrentini iifjd

who plays the guitar and sings
lead vocals for the group.
Sorrentino is joined by senior
BUMUMI Barillas, on lead guitar, senior Mike O'Rourke, on
drums and senior Blaine
O'Brien, playing bass guitar and
singing back-up vocals.
The members of Luck Be A
l.ady used tlieir summer for all
it was worth. The band was
nvcntly on a regional battle of
the bands with Ernie Ball gui-

tars and got to play the Vans
Warped Tour.
Having been together tor
four years now, the guys met
when they were freshmen
Sorrentino was playing by himNH at local venues when
O'Brien and Barillas spotted
him. The three joined forces
along with O'Rourke, and luck
Be A Lady was bom.
Although the band continues to grace the local circuit.

playing at WXJM's past three
MacRock's, and are regulars
at Mainstreet Bar and Grill,
perhaps most impressive is
the group's completion of
two successful East Coast
and Midwest tours.
"It's the most am.i/ing
thing you can do," Sorrentino
said, of the three to four weeks
the guys spent loaded into a
16-passenger van.
Luck Be A Lady has also lent

Audrey WilliuiW/VnYe rdih»

Theatre II hits home with 'Perversity'
contributing writer
An authentic portrayal of the
1970's single life in Chicago
complete with sex, drugs and
rock 'n' roll opened the Theatre
II
season
with
"Sexual
Perversity in Chicago."
"Sexual
Perversity
in
Chicago" transcends its setting
and presents a timeless view ot
sex and relationships in over 30
scenes. Many of these scenes
take place in two of young sine»' favorite places-to-be: the
r and the bednxim The audience was engaged by an array of
stories and jaw-dn>pping lines
leading to waves of laughter.
The language and stories
reflect real life issues. While it
would be easy to allow the endless laughter to overshadow the
story, the meaning behind the
scenes reaches far and deep.
The difficulty of the production did not go unnoticed by the
audience. "It was a very challenging show, and the members

of the cast and crew did an
incredible job," senior Becca
Worthington said.
The acting was very realistic.
The characters played are people who college students can
easily relate to, and the situa
tions captured are those which
are common throughout the college years.
Junior Jason Vicente is sensational in the role of Bernard
Litko, or Bernie, a sex-craved
sliv/ehall whose only intentions
are to get women in bed. He
makes numerous raunchy comments and hits on his friend's
girlfriend when he meets her at
the bar. Vicente also gives Bemie
a talent for telling stories that
borders on insanity, vividly
explaining a proposterous story
of a one-night stand with an 18year-old. He gives a striking
description of the young
woman lighting the room on
fire and calling her friend to
make machine gun noises during intercourse^

"The show requires so much
energy and I think tonight we
were almost there," Vicente said
following the performance.
"But hey, that leaves some room
for improvement."

-64// was a very
challenging show, and
the members of the cast
and crew did an
incredible job.
— Becca Worthington
vsnior

59
A highlight of the show
occurred in a conversation
between Dan Shapiro played by
sophomore Bryce Gerlach, and
Bemie. Bemie tells Dan, "the
way to get laid is to treat Igirls|

like shit and nothing makes you
more attractive than the more
you get your rocks off"
The risque- humor compliments the story line focused on
a relationship going full . in la
between Dan and Deborah
Soloman, played by junior
Alaina Sadick. The relationship
begins after Soloman professes
she is a lesbian only to end up in
bed with I )an
The relationship between
Deborah and Dan strains the
rcl.itionship between I>eborah
and her roommate Joan
Webber, played by sophomore
Sara Tomko.
The emotions of Deborah
and Joan are commonplace
between two friends when one
is entering into a serious relationship. Sarcasm radiates from
Joan as she finds Deborah
falling in love. Sadick brings life
to Deborah, characterizing the
proper emotions accompanying
new love and playing the re»lc of
see REIATIONSHIP. ;u.tp U

Def Poetry Jam brings art of the spoken word
CMISS aims to promote cultural awareness through slam poetry
BY SARA WOODWARD

contributing writer
The
Center
for
Multicultural/Internationa I
Student Services will bring the
art of the spoken word through
five slam poetry artists from the
hit HBO series "Russell
Simmons' Def Poetry Jam" to
Grafton-Stovall tonight at 7 p.m.
The poets are on a college
tour this fall, bringing personal
stories and experiences in the
form of slam poetry. Slam poetry is a new art form which has
become increasingly popular
during the past 10 years, according to wwwdefpoetrypm.com.
The performers recite personal poems on stage whik' creating an emotional, nonmusual
atmosphere. They use body
movement, tone and speed to
portray their feelings. The poetry is completely original and
uncensored.
Def Poetry Jam is presented
by hip-hop mogul Kuss.ll
Simmons every Friday at midnight on HBO. Simmons adopted rap/hip-hop nearly 20 years
ago with his producing agency
Def Jam and MM is venturing
into what many say is the MM
big thing in musi.
"The poems are very creative," sophomon' Justin I r,n
said, who is a fan of the show.

remained friends the whole •
time," Sorrentino said. "A lot of!
bands don't have that."
Many up-and-coming bands \
don't have the Warped Tour ;
under their belt either.
"It's probably the most
amazing experience ever,"
Sorrentino said of performing in
front of 20,000 fans.
The band's gmwing experience and obvious talent is tumsee LOCAL, page 14

My lonely love: silent
sounds of reading

Sophomore Sara
Tomko and Junior
Jason Vicente perform In Theatre
ll's first play of
the school year,
"Sexual Perversity
hi Chicago." The
play was written
by David Mamet
about the real and
raunchy Chicago
singles scene In
the mld-70's.

BY MICHAEL CROSNICKER

its hand to the New York City
rock scene, playing at popular
rock clubs such as the Knitting
Hactory. Acme Underground
and Continental.
With an early Beatles and
Weezer-influenced sound. Luck
Be A Lady has around 50 original songs to their credit.
Sorrentino takes the helm at the
songwriting but not without
help from his band mates.
"I think the four of us have

Sarah Sunil/Aftgr anul
"Some are sad, some are funny,
but it is a lot mon1 inventive
than the music you usually hear
on the radio "
Def Poetry Jam features
artists who relate experiences
about ethnic differences, life situations and other topics.
"I think the poetry will raise

a social consciousness about different social Issues," CMISS
Associate Director Manama
Boney-Padilla said. "This event
fits perfectly with our mission of
promoting a sense of cultural
awareness among students."
CMISS was able to bring the
show to JMU through Global

Talent Associates, an agency
that provides pn>grams for universities ami other organizations to bring multicultural
awareness to students.
According to the poets' biographies on xinmo.hbo.com. the
performers that will be at JMU
have performed tor presidents,
famous athletes and musicians.
Some of the poets resigned from
their previous (xxupahims in
order to devote time to their
craft Some were recmited from
the ghettos of Chicago
"I am definitely going to
the Def Poetry Jam because it
sounds fascinating, and I think
it will expand my horizons
and give me a refreshing perspective
freshman Garrett
I ngli-.li said.
The poets also will host a
workshop from 4 to f>:20p.m. in
Taylor Hall rooms 302. 306 and
311 Anyone interested in
learning more about developing slam poetry is welcome.
The art of the spoken word also
CMI he pursued by JMU students through the Performance
Poetry Club.
The doors will open at 6:15
p.m. There will be a book sale
and signing after the show and
mturmarion for students interested in learning more about
poetry slams.

It was during the summer
between fifth and sixth grade
wht-n 1 first remember feeling
ashamed because I liked to and
There was a small stage in
the cafeteria of the elementary
school that temporarily housed
the local summer recreation program for kids. The program
leaders were organizing the kids
to determine the pre-lunch
activities, and those children
who were lucky (and big)
enough sat on the steps of the
stage while the rest sat crosslegged on the floor As for this
columnist. I had a prime seat
tucked away in a comer of the
stage, half-cloaked in shadow,
one of those glorious childhood
spots where you can see everyone, but they can't see you.

hied to hide in the folds of my
sh.rt, others eyeing me with the
same scorn and curiosity that
the ancients gave to lepers.
This past summer, some
eight years later, I saw a man
sitting in a crowded Italian
restaurant, ignoring his rolls
and drink, absorbed in a thick
book he purchased from the
bookstore across the street. A
week later, in North Carolina,
I saw a teenage girl reclining
on a wooden bench, eyes burrowing into a cheap romance
novel dug from a box of used
books. Readers, it seemed,
were everywhere.
And they were all alone.
I i>r mt\ these sightings felt
like reflections of the past and
divinations of the future: the

All Things
Literary

by senior writer
Zak Salih
Talk was mentioned of a
baseball game. Some kids wanted dodge ball, while others still
preferred an hour on the playground to getting pegged in the
face by balls. The discussion
u.ts Involved and heated
hi .uis*' tor th»' ki.ls, it was summer — school was out, the sun
was shining and the outdoors
beckoned to them with the
promise of numerous physical
activities. As for me, I simply sat
tucked in my comer, leaving
behind talk of sports and summer activities for the well-worn
paperback book in my hand, a
novelization of the film
"Batman Returns."
But surely I can be forgiven,
n*»t just tor my choice of reading
matenal but also for my distance from the rest of the herd. I
didn't have time for dodge ball,
floor hockey, toilet tag or Frisbee
because the Penguin (whom I
envisioned as Danny DeVito
only because I had seen the
mo\u' for the second time the
week before) had just unleashed
a plattxm of rocket-armed penguins into the bowels of
Gotham City. Who could bother
with something as trivial as
summer at a time like this?
Then, I Ux>ked up fn>m my
book as the children began to
file out the d<x>r, headed for the
playground. I quickly finished
the page and loped out of the
shadows to follow the herd. I
had become so set apart from
reality while reading that the
real world, the other realm I didn't much care for at the time,
had gone by The decision for
tag on the playground was
made, and 1 had not said a
word. I felt as if I didn't exist. In
my paranoia, I could see some
of the kids eyeing the book I

renter as a lonely, introverted
being, cut off for brief or
lengthy moments from the rest
of the living, breathing world.
Readers isolated from the
denizens who converse with
each other over baked ziti or
shop down residential main
streets or decide what to do
with a free summer day.
Yet aside from authors' pubhcit\ githCffatt open-mic
nights and bedtime stories,
reading is primarily an individual activity, one that relies not
on physical movement and skill,
but on concentration and imagination. The critic Hamld Bloom
and I agree that gtxxd reading
mast be dime in solitude. In the
prologue to "How to Read and
Why," Blixim writes that "ultimately we a*ad ... in order to
strengthen the self, and to learn
its authentic interests ... the
pleasures of reading indeed are
selfish rather than social."
I read these words over the
summer during my lunch break
at work, nestled in a corner of
the lounge, glancing up from
the book now and then to watch
my co-workers chatter back and
forth, either oblivious to another
invisible reader or trying to
deny that such an anti-social
adult CDUld exist in the contemporary workplace.
Too often we notice fervent
UMJITS throughout the daily
mtrtions of our lives and pass
them off as intnwerts, social
Humpty Dumpties whose only
circle of friends an- dead
autliors or absentee intellectuals. But there should be no
shame in reading, in learning
and imagining and reacting to
the voice of someone else, even
if they are not physically pressee READING, page U
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Relationship humor hits home
RELATIONSHIP,Irompagt 13

themes sink In before the audience can truly appreciate the
purity of the story and all of the
issues that it addresses. This
play will let an audience laugh
and afford it the opportunity to
witness a world ol relationships
it may know all too well.
"Sexual
Perversity
in
Chicago" will run through
August 31 with a midnight
showing on Friday Tickets are
S2 at the door.

help the scenes come together
and make the transitions seam

the alluring girl friend
Bernie begins to find his
Ineiuiship it ith I '.in grinding to
a halt I le cannot believe that his
triend is read) to settle down at
the ripe \oung age of 28.
The nil and hlue lighting
give tlie set a seductive backgioiind, and the charactari
come complete with quintessential 70s tashion C laSSfe rock is
use.t throughout the play to

leu However, .it times there an
lulls in the action
Between bouts of laughter,
the story drags a hit It was an
entertaining show, but it's one
of those things I'll have to let
sit a while," freshman Ii\an
Mont/ said
Sexual
Perversity
in
I hicaajo" brings a lot of humor,
hut it takes time to let the

Reading offers strength in solitude
READING, from page 13

The Madison Motor Sports Club attended the June Jam road race, sponsored by the Sports Car
Club of America, June 22 to 23. A road race and training session rolled Into one event, the
June Jam provided a forum for racers of ail levels of expertise to take a spin around the track.

Road racers do it better

Local band turns heads on tour

A volunteer "flagger" gets an inside look at wad racing
BY LORENA WHALAN

contributing writer
Revving engines, (rantic
pil crew-, and the smell of car
exhaust brought a sense o(
anticipation to ih<> ,iir as I
arrived with the Madison
Motor Sports Club at the
June [am road race soon
sored by the Sports Car Club
of America |une 22 to 23
A road race and ,i training
session .ill rolled into one
event, the June Jam provided
a forum for racers of all levels
of expertise to take a spin
around the track. During the
sessions, the novice and intermediate level drivers were
accompanied by instructors.
Each group attending was
a member of the SCCA,
including the Madison Motor
Sports Club Other racing
clubs attending included
groups for fans of Miatas,
Porsche V44s. stock cars and
big bores (meaning the size
of the cylinder.) Each group
consisted of 10 to 30 call
which drove in three 15 to 20
minute sessions around the
2.2 mile circuit.
The event staff was divided into the corners to flag.

TtaggBW" are the eyes and
ears for the driven thai cannot see around the corner-, of
the track for possible danni
during a race
As a volunteer flaggi r foi
the Madison Motor Sports
Club, I was assigned corner
one, a 180 degree turn at the
end of a straightaway, bordered by a gravel pit and tire
walls. I met my flagging
trainer, Tim Richardson, an
instructor at
Bill
Scott
Racing, a performance driving school at Summit Point,
and a seasoned ractl I It
manned the radio, and I
waved the flags
The lirst hatch ol cars came
thundering down the straight
away before turn one, following
the pace car, which leads the
cars during the first lap to famili.in/e the OfiVCfB with the track
and all the daggers held out two
standing yellow flags, which
.ilert the racers to drive cautiously and slowly.
As a flagger. I watched the
cars speed around my corner,
and held out a flag when a car
spun out of control on or off the
tr.u k or it debris (>r .i slow vehicle were in the way.
Although this was my first

body weight Yet inside the
mind the communication
between writer and reader
may be as heated as any complex social exchange.
Ultimately,
when
one
ponders the thought, reading a book is simply conversation without sound.

her chest.
While reading Lfffl quiet, mdi
vkiu.il activity, it also can be seen
in some respects as a torrn ot
long distance communication.
Physically, reading doesn't get much more txdtfng
than the turning of pages or
the infrequent shifting of

-fill Thett ll ..n artistic
romance in reading, in the
Strength and solitude found
amon^ the page* of text and
lubtaxl No reader should
feel like a social OUtCatl
mulling around with the
scarlel letter "K" on his oi

LOCAL, from page 13

road race, and thus my first hn>e
flagging, it became an automatic
reaction to show flags at the
appropriate tunes
Road racing proved to lx'
exhilarating The smell ot ourning brakes, the Rxtl ot straight
pipe exhausts and the view
from mv corner ot i.us appearing down the straightaway
wereaddiitne
One of my fellow daggers
joked, "Drag racers can only
race in a straight line' and have to
'i directions: to get back.
Nascar driven- can onlv turn left,
Butniad racers can do it .ill
I picked my favorite car
from each class that raced My
favorite car of the day was a
-ihoi Porsche 411 C arena with
the GTS trim That car had
such huge brakes that it could
brake later, take curves t.ist, i
and sounded better than all the
othci cars.
There were some cars I had
never heard of, such as
Legacies with llOOcc rnotafc]
cle engines, as well as cars I
necci had seen in person before
like twin Ferrari 335s
I am now hooked on road
racing and am waiting in
anticipation for my next
chance to (lag

after graduating.
"This has bean the most productive and inspirational year,"
Sonentino said. "We've realized that this is what we want to
do, and that we might actually
be lucky enough to do it."
Luck Be A Lady will be
performing at Mainstreet
Bar and i .nil. Sept, 17 with
another JMU band, My
Blue Pill

In terms of ad\ Ice to
other up-and-coming bands,

-ing heads, getting good airplaj
locally ana starting
negotiations for a record deal.
According to Sorrcntino,
his band isn't too concerned
with videos or money, but
that the most important thing
right now is distribution.
"I'd rather be broke and
have everyone have a copy of
our record," he said

Sorrentlno said, "Plai the
music that you love. Don't
go by what's popular Play
the music that comes (torn
your heart Commit to the
fans with something they
haven't heard before
As natives of Virginia,
the band is considering
relocating to the Big Apple

Attention Style Writers!
(and those who want to be)
Come meet your style editors Tuesday, Sept. 5
at 530 p.m. at the Breeze office in AnthonySeeger
for assignments and to talk about this year.

Be there or be scjuareii

Katherine A. Martin, D.O.

Dauvsriesaa campus
ever iita) I

Family Practice Physician

FLIGHTS OF FANCY

Same Ja\ appointments aiailablc

~Florist~

OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS

l hi bast in styttngsnd imaging flowers,

Most insurance is accepted

ballooni (and helium), all al reasonable prkl Loratr.l in the Run Martin Huililinu

Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages
(540) 438-9292

P6S S. High Street (Next to Food lion on Southaq 42)

on ihi Bw Rood nan to Hue Ridge

i MM 'M: I6H
(540)434 .3351

511 CU

Right iH'.xi in i animal
l nog Urnc Duke CM member,

I'VIMlV lib

IIJII.

Wr accept all
majol i r.'dii cards

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS:

MONDAY MADNESS

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
College Ministry
invites you to a free Student Luncheon following our
Morning Worship on Sunday, Sept. 1st

ONE LARGE ONE TOPPING
PIZZA

SunJay School 9:45am
Worship 11:00,1m
Come meet out stall and hrmg a friend!
__.

iDellvery Charges Apply)
433-4800
North Mason Street
location Only

501 South Main Street • 2 hlocks north of campus
433-2456 • call for more information

ONLY $5.99
CARRY OUT OR DELIVERY

LESSON #1. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT...
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH!

tmrnwrnimmm
1926 Oaverle Ava
(just off University Blvd)
Touch free automatic
4 Self service bays
Spot Free nnse
6 Vacuums
Upholstery shampooer
Fragrance machine
433-9090

3171 S Main St
(next to Charlie Obaugh)
2 Touch free automatics
(credit cards accepted)
6 Self service bays
Spot Free rinse
8 Vacuums
2 Interior detail centers
433-5800

LESSON 02. MIRACLE CAR WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY!

m®>}

The card » FREE
Every 8" wash is free
Prepaid option (major credit cards accepted)
Attendants available Fri & Sat 10-12noon/1-4pm (Sun - Thu vanes)"

LESSON U3. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK ■ MORE PLA Y!

A
A
A

Wayside

♦
v
v

^ Tanning Company <§• (fray Spa V
V

AlMew
Bulbs! v
A
A

A Back

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

♦

to School Special v
10 Sessions for $32 ^

Stop by to check our specials board, y
243 Neff Avenue
438-8267

S|>n i.ils for a limited time only.
Cannot lie combined with any

^r

other offers or specials.

^^

)
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"We have the most entertaining team we've
ever had. The games are our time to have fun. I
think we're going to score a lot of goals."

■ Kick-off preview

SPORTS

29, 2002 I THE BREEZE 115

The football team opens its
season Saturday against the
Hampton Univeristy.

BEN MUNRO

senior soccer player
See story below

JMU Soccer Preview 2002
Saturday, Aug. 31
6 p.m.
Bridgeforth Stadium

WOMEN'S SOCCER

MEN'S SOCCER

NATE THARP/un dlimw

FOOTBALL

Dukes
kick off
season
Saturday
BY DREW WILSON

sports editor
After kicking oft the last two
seasons with routs over Division
II Lock Haven University and
Division l-AA Elon University,
the Dukes have a much harder
opponent in 2002. JMU will play
Hampton University, ranked
24th in the Division l-AA preseason ESPN/US^ Today Top 25 and
25th in The Sports Network preseason Top 25.
Coming off a 2-9 season,
coach Mickey Matthews said he
wanted to face a tougher opponent, but he wasn't sure he wanted to face Hampton.
"I'm not sure I wanted to play
a nationally ranked opponent
like Hampton the first game."
Matthews said. "But I think ,1 lot
of our players know their kids, so
I think that is really positive. I
think that motivates you a little
more when you are playing your
buddies. But I'm sure they feel
the same way. But I'm glad we're
opening at home against a good
opponent. I'd rather be playing
this type of team than someone
we're going to roll over."
Saturday's game will mark
the first time the Dukes and
Pirates have played since 1981,
when Hampton won 17-15. The
two teams wen; supposed to
open tin- 1995 season, but JMU
cancelled so it could face the
University of Maryland.
Hampton finished 7-4 a season ago in the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference. The Pirates
return 15 starters from 2001,
including scruor vvi.l. 1 <. ■ ■ 1 ■ . r
and return man Zuriel Smith.
Smith pulled in 58 passes for
732 yeards and six touchdowns.
Returning kicks, he averaged 17.7
yards on 29 punt returns, running
in four for touchdowns.
Also returning is junior qaurterback Timothy Frazier, who
shared playing time in 2001.
When he played. Frazier completed 87 of 171 passes for 877
yards and seven scores.
On defense, the Pirates are
led by senior linebacker
Tremaine Hughes last season
Hughes made 55 unassisted
tackles, and he assisted on 44.
Hughes also recorded 2.5 sacks
and 14 tackles for loss, as well
as a tumble recox crv
see DUKES, pap 16

Ready to win
Dukes full of experience heading into season
BY MAI I BKOWNLEK

staff writer

If the women's soccer team was
allowed to play 16 players at a time,
it would have no problem doing so.
[IliB year's squad is so loaded with
talent and depth, coach Dave
Uimbardo could use a 14-16 player
rotation o\ ei -the <.. uirse of any given
MO-minute mat. h
For the 2002 team, words like
"potential" and "inexperienced" are
ancient history. This year's team is
ready to win, and they're ready now.
They're tired of watching the girls in
■Did and green of the College of
William & Mary run off with the
CAA Championship trophy. The
Dukes want it back, and they're
ready to fight for it.
"Winning is the only option,"
senior midfielder Meredith McClure
said. "We're not going to be happy
with a draw or just playing well in
a less."
August practices thus far have
been geared solely at winning, with
individual competition at an all time
high. With so much talent on the
field, few starting spots, if any, have
been firmly secured. This individual
urgency has lead to upbeat workouts, which in turn have lead not
only to a higher level of intensity, but
to a new level of team unity.
"Our attitude in practice is setting the tone for the season,"
McClure said. "We have a motto
about practice: beat each other up,
then pick each other up. We have to
be ready to battle each game, but
evervi>ne leaves it on the field"
As the Dukes, prepare for
matches against NCAA veterans
such as Rutgers University, the
University of Maryland and I'enn
State Unhersitv, team cohesion
and intensity is no longer a luxury,
but rather a necessity. Lucky for
JMU, it appears .is it the question

this fall won't be will the productivity come, but rather, from whom
and how often?
McClure believes the team can
be successful with any combination
of 11 players on the field, and after
looking down the roster, it's not hard
bO believe her. While the starting
lineup decision will be left to coach
Ixxnbardoand his staff, it's not Jilticult to predict who some of the
many key contributors on this year's

leant tvUibt.
Shifting to a 4-3-3 formation this
season, coach Utmbardo will rely
heavily on Ins forwards, attacking
midfielders and even outside
defensemen to put balls into the netPrimarily though, it will be the forwards reeking the most havoc on
opposing backfields.
Red-shirt senior midfielder Beth
McNamara says this is the most faith
she's ever had in the finishing abilities and speed of her forwards, and
she has plenty to choose from. A host
of Dukes will shoulder the primary
scoring duties, with starting rota
tions sure to change along the way.
Red-shirt sophomore, forward
Christy Mebrker, who led the team
with nine goals in 2000, is one of the
forwards expected to make noise
this year. Met/ker returns to the lineup after red-shirting last year due to
a knee injury. Red-shirt senior, forward Ten Joyce, who tallied seven
goals last season, is nearly recovered
from a knee injury of her own and
should be a force up top this fall.
Joining the comeback kids on the
attack will be senior forward
Deanna Saracino and junior midfielder Abby Karpinski. While
Saratino tallied eight goals for the
Dukes in 2001 and was impressive
while playing with her Women's
1-eague team in Colorado in the offsee VETERANS, page 17

DAVK KIMS/MWfprrffHovHphrt

The woman's soccer team opens Ms home schedule Sept. 6 In the
JMU/Comfort Inn invitational against the University of Pennsylvania.

MM KM Win /j*Mnm*ii
Sophomore midfielder Max Lacy, left, and red-shirt senior midfielder
Zane O'Brien battle during practice Tuesday.

Dukes to bring more
entertaining game
Talented Dukes plan to excite fans with
competitive, attractive play in 2002 season
BY DAVID CLEMI-NTSON

senior writer
Coming soon to a soccer field
near you: a more entertaining garni'
"Competitive soccer, but also
entertaining soccer." That's how
coach Tom Martin describes the
season ahead for the men's soccer
team. "You want to play some
attractive soccer."
After winning the conferenca
championship last year and ranking
in the top 25 nationally, there isn't a
whole lot more the team can do to
satisfy its fan base. "It's going to be
difficult to top that," Martin said. But
they still want more.
"Our team is just ridiculously
skilled."
senior
defender
Christopher Pitt said, suggesting
this year's lineup can outdo last
year's 35-18 record.
After losing three-time starting
star defender Ed Fox, the back line
may be a soft spot in the lineup. And
after graduating star midfielders
Reggie Rivers ('02) and Levi Strayer
('02), who scored almost a third of
the teams goals all season, this year's
lineup will have big shoes to till
Senior Ben Munm pmbably will
continue starting in the mid field,
and Zane O'Brien, who never started last season, will join him. Red-

shirt senior goalkeeper Josh
Kovolenko is returning to defend his
league record of eight shutouts.
This season's record appears
much easier than last. The Dukes
lost to nationally ranked Southern
Methods* I'niversity, Univei~r\ of
Virginia and Wake Forest University
last season.
\orwa\ native Stian Skaug, who
will probably start in defense, will he
the biggest freshman to watch. And
sophomore midfielder Max Lacy,
who never started last season, pmbably will st.irt this season
According to Pitt, the bleachers
should e\pt\ t a lot less long ball and
crosses, with more obsession
baatcaU) "more entertaining stuff."
in Munro's words
"W* have the most entertaining
team we've ever had," Munm
said. "The games are our time to
haw tun. I think we're going to
score a lot oi go.iU
And how do they plan on celebrating all the Kills in the back of the
net' "I'm taking mv shirt off,"
Munm said.
But what does the OQadl think
about his players running MOund
taking off their shirts atter scoring
sec SEW. /xi.vv 17
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BREEZE READER'S VIEW

New England still team to beat in AFC
After previewing the NFC in
Monday's issue, it's now time to
look at the AFC Here's how I
see it:
AFC East
1. New England Patriots
After winning Super Bowl
XXXVI in dramatic fashion over
the heavily favored St. Louis
Rams, why wouldn't the New
England Patriots be anywhere
but at the top? The Pats lost
some insurance at quarterback
when I )rew Hledsoe was traded
to Buffalo, but Super Bowl MVP
Tom Brady grew up quickly last
year and should be successful in
2002. Were they overachicvers
last year? Maybe. But until they
get knocked off their pedestal,
they are the team to beat in U*
AFC. Projected record: 10-6.
2. Miami Dolphins
Dolphin fans should be exui.il

that they finally have a running
game, something they've lacked
for decades. Running back
Ricky Williams will he tin- an
terpiece of HI ottense that could
be very exciting with offensive
coordinator Norv Turner calling
the plavs. The defense is solid,
especially with comcrbacks
Sam Madison and Patruk
Surl.nn Miami could make .1
run, but expect the tough AFC
East to keep them in the middle
oi the plavolt pack I'mjected
r. ....1:9-7.
3. New York |ets — Second
year coach Herm Edw.mK
already has established hinwlt
as one ot the best young coaches
in the NFL last ve.11, I liwards
led the )ets to the playotts with
an impressive [0-6 nOQfd
Running back Curtis Martin
remains the constant on offense,
while defensive end John

Abraham anchors tlie defense.
Most of their games last year
were decided by three points or
less and without experienced
defensive backs, those close
wins will turn quickly to losses.
Pmjtvted ni'ord: 9-7.
4. Buffalo Bills — General
manger Tom IXmahoe did his
KM to give this team .t major
facelift. In perhaps one of the
higgi-J. pit-season acquisitions,
Buffalo traded for franchise
quarterback Drew Bledsoe.
Finally wide receivers Eric
Moulds and Peerless Price have
someone to get them the ball.
Running back Travis Henry
should break out as a 1,000 yard
ruslier in this, his second year.
The additi.ms of nxikie offensive
lackle Mike Williams and linebacker Icmdon Fletcher give the
Bills more impact players than
last u.ii \ dramatic improve-

ment is imminent but the play. >tN might have to wait another
mn I'nijected record: fHI.
AFC North
1. Pittsburgh Steelers
After going 13-3 last year, the
StuMers actually were rewarded
with the second easiest scheduk'
in the NFL. Pittsburgh had home
field advantage thnmghout the
playoffs last year and quarterback Kordcll Stewart picked the
AFC Championship game to
have his worst performance of
the year. Running back Jenime
Ik-ttis will return 101) percent
healthy and the defense is
among the league's best. It
kordcll can buckle down in the
playoffs, everything is in line for
a trip to Super Bowl XXXVII.
I'mjected record: 13-3.
see BIIJJCKS. page V

PHOIIK HI Kit S1! Ill KKI (.iinpu.

New England safety Terrel Buckley (27) picks up a rumble In
the second quarter of Super Bowl XXXVI. The defending
champion Patriots should be just as strong this season and
are considered the team to beat.
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Dukes hope
for quick start
to season
DUKES, from page 15
The Dukes will look to continue the success they had in
their fin.il fall scrimmage last
Saturday. Red-shirt sophomore
quarterback
Matt
l«Zotte completed 14-19 passes for 210 yards and two
touchdowns.
LeZotte's two touchdowns
both came on 22-yard passes
to sophomore wide receiver
Mark Higgins and sophomore
tight end Sean Connaghan.
However, the Dukes will be
without sophomore wide
receiver and punter Clayton
Matthews, who will miss the
opener after having arthroscopic surgery on his knee to
repair a torn meniscus.
Freshman punter Nick
Lnglehart is expected to take
on the punting duties, coach
Matthews said last week.
The Dukes will look to get
off to a quick start in 2002 after
last season's struggles.
Red-shirt senior
wide
receiver Brannon Coins said
there is a lot of determination
to do better than last season.
"The motivation
from
being 2-9 really has a lot to
play in how our season's going
to go this year," Coins said.

Guaat
Predictor

i

WEEK

Week # 1

Season total
Last week
Winning percentage

I Washington at Michigan
Virginia at Florida State
Notre Dame at Maryland
Mississippi State at Oregon
LSU at Virginia Tech

Travis Cllngenpeel
managing editor
0-0
N/A
000

Jeanine Gajewski
da boss
<H>
N/A
000

Jess Hanebury

Michigan
Florida State
Notre Dame
Oregon
Virginia Tech

Michigan
Florida State
Maryland
Oregon
Virrginia Tech

Washington
Virginia
Maryland
Oregon
Virginia Tech

Michigan
Florida State
Notre Dame
Oregon
Virginia Tech

JMU

Hampton

Hampton

Hampton

Georgia
Colorado

Georgia
Colorado State

Indiana
Temple

Temple
Indiana

Clemson
Colorado St.
Auburn
Indiana
Richmond

Clemson
Colorado St.
USC
W&M
Temple

Washington
Florida State
Maryland
Oregon
Virginia Tech

—i Hampton at JMU
| Clemson at Georgia
Colorado at Colorado State
Auburn at USC
William & Mary at Indiana
| Richmond at Temple

I

Dan Bowman
tut. sports editor
0-0
N/A
000

Georgia
Colorado State
Miami
Indiana
Temple

What's a better way to kick off the new school than the smell of dog Get ready tO
food and the Picks Of The Week? [xAs of things we're sure, but nevertheless, here's your 2002 line up.
Leading the way is Wilson, who moved to the one-desk in the off-season. Wilson
will look to overcome a dreadful ending to last year's competition. After moving even
with the Longhom, Wilson went for the gamble and only had third place to show for
it I i ■ >k for him to be more conservative than Jerry Falwell in 2002.
Joining Wilson, from the two-desk in the sports section comes Popeye. Will he pop
open a can of spinach on the rest of the cast, or will he slide to the back after donating
time to a new love interest Olive Oil? Stay tuned.

usaHi ■■■■■i

0-0
N/A
.000

FumWe!

After deciding to stick around one more year. The Real Deal
becomes what we believe is the first three-year starter on the POTW.
l.ast year he finished an embarrassing second to the Longhorn. Can he make up
for it in his final year?
The boss makes her first full-time appearance after competing as a guest predictor
Last season as a member of the copy girls duo. Instead of confering with a panel like
last years champ, the boss's strategy is simple: choose her favorite city.
Our first guest predictor this year is the always energetic Jess. Don't bet on her
picks, since she didn't have time to research them at her desk ... not because she didn't have time, but because she couldn't find her desk. Go figure?

JUST A REMINDER...
Meeting for all new and old sports writers

today at 5:30 p.m.
in the Breeze office located
in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall
Any questions? Call x8-6709

The Women's Resource Center
Warren Campus Center, Room 404

has a new look
but the

of the center still lies with our

VOLUNTEERS!

We welcome our returning volunteers, as well as invite new volunteers.

iu.edu/womensresource
wwwjmu.edu/assaultprev
The Office of Sexual Assault Prevention and Women's Resource Center
Hillary Wing-Richards, Associate Director
Kristin Hartley, Graduate Assistant

(540) 568-3407
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Billick's Ravens to struggle in '02
BlUJCK'S.fnm page 15
2. Cleveland Browns — The
Browns were dealt a tremendous blow when they lost Pro
Bowl linebacker (amir Miller for
the year to a quadncep injury.
But even in Miller's absence,
Cleveland might be good
enough to squeak into the playoffs. The defense is still a force
and rookie running back
William Green should take
some pressure off of quarterback Tim Couch. Projected
record: 9-7.

PWfc KlM'ienmr ptu>h>xrai>hr>
SE£* Tom Fol,» (left) works with redehirt senior goalkeeper Josh Kovolenko at practice Tuesday. The Dukes open their season Friday at home against St. Francis College at 7 p.m.

New teams, new threats in conference for JMU
NEW, from page 1
goals? "I have nothing against
that." Martin said. "Soccer is
growing by leaps and bounds.
We want to put an entertaining
product on the field "
With tour more teams in the
Colonial Athletic Association —
University of Delware, Hofstra
University, Drexel University —
all conference games being
played in weekend sets of
Friday night and Sunday afternoon, the Dukes will have plenty of opportunities to score a lot
of goals.
The Dukes already have
several heated traditional
rivalries in their conference, like the College of
William & Mary, Virginia

Commonwealth University and
George Mason University.
However, no match will carry
more bad blood this season
than the game against Towson.
Last season the Tigers
knocked JMU out of the
NCAA tournament in a miserable 4-1 first-round defeat.
"We need revenge," Pitt said
Martin said he's sure the
Towson game will have
some emotion, "because
they spanked us pretty
good." The Dukes play host
to the Tigers Nov. 3.
The Tiger bad blood
comes just in the nick of time
to replace the Cavalier bad
blood. After two previous
seasons of close losses to the

University of Virginia in
overtime,' JMU and UVa.
won't meet this year.
"It stinks," Martin said. But
JMU chose to stand its ground
and not travel to Charlottesville
three years in a row if the
Cavaliers weren't willing to
come here once. "They're definately scared of us," Munro
said. So the players are holding out hopes that they will
advance to the NCAA tournament once again this year, and
meet UVa. in the post-season,
according to Pitt.
Until then, the team is
taking it one day at a time,
working to integrate all the
new players, while keeping
each game entertaining.

3. Cincinnati Bengals —
Will this be the year that we
start taking the Bungals' seriously? Last season, Cincy
showed signs of competitiveness Linebacker Takeo Spikes
and defensive end Justin Smith
carried the defense while running back Corey Dillon continued to be one of the games'
dominating backs The quarterback situation last year was
dreadful, so enter free agent
quarterback Gus Frerotte who
looks to have solidified himself
as the starter. The Bengals have
the potential to surprise, but
don't hold your breath.
Projected record: 7-9.
4. Baltimore Ravens — Oh
how times have changed. Two
years after winning the Super
Bowl, the Ravens find themselves back at square one.
Besides linebacker Ray Lewis,
the record setting defense of
2000 is nothing more then an
afterthought IVfemive coordinator Marvin Lewis went to the
Redskins and seven starters
from the defense have departed.
Coach Brian Billick is putting
young
quarterback Chris
Redman in charge of the offense
after the Elvis Grbac experiment
blew up in his face last year. It
could get ugly in Baltimore this
year. Protected record: 5-11.
AFC South
1. Indianapolis Colts —

New coach Tony Dungy hopes
to turn an underachieving team
in 2001 into division champs.
The Colts were 6-10 last year,
mainly because their defense
was putrid Dungy's forte is
defense and with the high-powered offense he is inheriting, the
sky is the limit for Indy.
Running back Edgerrin James is
said to be nearly 100 percent
healthy after tearing his ACL
last \«-ar and quarterback
Peyton Manning is simply unreIf he gets his interceptions

down this year, you're looking
at the AFC MVP. Projected
record: 10-6
2. Tennessee Titans — The
Titans were another team in
2001
that
disappointed
Running back Eddie George
had his worst season as a pro
and defensive ends Jevon
Kearse and Kevin Carter underachieved. Jevon was cursed
with career-low numbers, while
Carter was frankly horrible,
posting only one sack. George
should bounce back big and the
defense has no where to go but
up Once again, the question
remains if quarterback Steve
McNair can last a whole season?
If so, look for the Colts and
Titans to be in a dog fight for the
AFC South crown. Projected
record: 9-7.
3. Jacksonville Jaguars —
Don't look for too much from
the Jags. Star wide receiver
Jimmy Smith is threatening to
sit out the whole season over
a contract squabble and
counting on running back
Fred Taylor to stay healthy for
a season is like winning the
lottery. Quarterback Mark
Brunei I and coach Tom
Coughlin aren't exactly the
best of friends and the
defense is a bit suspect
Doesn't look like a good
recipe for success. Projected
record: 6-10.
4. Houston Texans — The
NFL welcomes its 32nd Iran
chise this year as the
Houston Texans begin their
inaugural season Houston is
building its franchise the
right way by signing impact
veterans
and
drafting
extremely well. Rookie quarterback David Carr eventually is going to be a star in the
league, mainly because he
already has a deep threat in
rookie wide receiver Jabar
Gaffney. The two have
seemed to mesh well in the
off-season and should complement each other nicely.
But let's remember, this is
still an expansion team, so
expect the growing pains to
start
early
and
often.
Projected record: 3-13.
AFC West
1. Oakland Raiders — It's
now or never for the Raiders.
The league's oldest team got
even older in the off-season

with the signings of linebacker
Bill Romanowski and safety
Rod Woodson. It's only a matter
of time before hall-of-fame wide
receiver Jerry Rice calls it quits
and quarterback Rich Gannon
and wide receiver Tim Brown
are nearing the end of their
careers. So is 2002 the year for
one last run at the Superbowl? It
looks that way. Oakland should
win the AFC West, but expect
them to run into a Steel Curtain
on their way to Super Bowl
XXXVII. Projected record: 11-5.
2. Denver Broncos — The
Broncos are counting on better
quarterback play Brian Griese,
the game's highest paid player
last year, did not live up to
expectations. If his poor play
carries on into 2002, veteran
quarterback Steve Buerlein
should take over the starting
role. Even with the retirement of
running back Terrell Dans
Denver still has an abundance
of running backs. The wide
receiving corps is also strong
with Ed McCaffery returning
from injury and the addition of
rookie Ashley Lelie. Playoffs are
a possibility, but certainly not a
lock. Projected record: 9-7.
3. Kansas City Chiefs —
Kansas City struggled early last
year, but ended on a very high
note. Running back Pnest
Holmes led the NFL in rushing
and quarterback Trent Green
played better down the stretch.
The team is still without all-pro
tight end Tony Gonzalez, so
expect the passing game to sputter a bit out of the gate. When all
cylinders are clicking, the offense
can be great, however the
defense is the only thing holding
thus team back from playoff contention. Projected record: 8-8.
4. San Diego Chargers —
'Martyball' has made its way
to the west coast. New coach
Marty Schottenheimer will
bring his grind-it-out style to
the Chargers after posting an
8-8 season with the Redskins
last year Second-year quarterback Drew Brees has won the
starting job over veteran Doug
Flutie and eventually should
solidify himself as a good NFL
quarterback.
Last
year,
Redskin players were turned
off at Schottemheimer's bootcamp approach, which resulted in an 0-5 start. The Chargers
don't have enough talent to
rebound from a slow start.
Projected record: 7-9.

IMVr KIM/iml.» lA.l.jropV.
Coach Dave Lombardo (right) talks to players at practice Tuesday. JMU hopes to surpass Ha preseason pick of second in the Colonial Athletic Association by better utilizing Its depth this season.

Veterans,
newcomers
to lead Dukes in '02
VETERANS fr,in, MM IS
.....

WEDNESDAY
September 4, 2002
5:30 pm
College Center (Festival) patio & lawn
rain location: Grand Ballroom in College Center

for more info, call 86217 or visit upb.jmu.edu

■ana

VETERANS, from page 15
season, Karpinski said she has
added speed and power to her
right foot.
As strong as the Dukes
offense may be, games will
be controlled this season by
their precision midfield. For
red-shirt
senior
Katie
McNamara, Beth McNamara
and McClure, this season is
the culmination of years of
hard work together. Since
1998, the group has accounted for 46 points and over 170
game appearances.
Beth McNamara returns to the
Dukes following her junior campaign, during which she started
in all 21 of JMU'sgames, notching
12 point* along the way.
McClure also started every
game in 2001, while senior midfielder and defender Colleen
Mcllwralh hasM.istnl tiwgoaU
for JMU thus far Speedy senior
Casey Papa also will see lime in
the midfield this year, effectively adding another weapon to
the Dukes' growing arsenal
So what happens when
opponents manage to slip past

the attackers and the veteran
midfielders? A host of JMU
defenders will be awaiting
eagerly Mcllwrath and sophomore Katy Swindels should be
staples in the Dukes' defense
this season While Mcllwrath
has accounted for 13 points in
her career so far, Swindels started all 21 games for coach
Lombardo last fall and was
named All-CAA second team as
well as JMU's Rookie of the Year
Red-shirt sophomore defender Bryant Karpinski, the Dukes'
third captain, also will anchor
the defensive unit in 2002.
Bryant missed most of the 2001
season due to injury, but now is
healthy and is one of the team's
most sound players.
Keeping in firm with the
rest of the team, the starting
goalkeeper position has been
up for grabs this preseason
as well. Senior Lindsay
Warner, formerly of the
Dukes' basketball team, as
well as freshmen goalkeepers Amanda Hutchings and
Jessica Hussey all have been
impressive this fall. Hussey

has not been able to |oin the
team as of yet due to a commitment to her Canadian
Under-19 National Team.
Even with all the experienced uppcrclassmen, this
year's squad will benefit mightily from the contributions of its
freshmen class. Forward Kim
Argy,
midfielders
Karly
Skladany and Emily Baskin,
along with midfielder Kalyn
Brady have all shown great
promise in the preseason and
will be a welcome compliment
to Lombardo's starting 11
With veterans, newcomers
and coaches all on the same
page, it looks as if 2002 might
turn out to be the year that
the women's soccer team
puts itself back into the spotlight where it belongs
"This has probably been the
best preseason we've had in six
or seven
years,"
coach
Lombardo said. "We want a
CAA championship to get uj
back on the national stage, and
they're one of the hardest working groups I've ever had.
They're on a mission "

September _§ ttovtes

AHFUros
$150

Saturday

For more information call the movicline C§> x86723

You can now place any ad in The
Breeze with your credit card!
It's as easy as ...

1
Call, fax or e-mail the ad. Or come to
our office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.
Phone: 568-6127. Fax: 568-568-6736.
E-mail: the_breeze@jmu.edu.

^P"^R
%

Pay for your ad with a credit card,
cash or check.
Classifieds lie $3 for the first 10 words, $2 for each additional 10 words
(ex. a 20-word classfied is only $5).
Call for display advertising information and talk to an advertising executive.

Get
results!

Take
note!
A"
Would you like to learn
more about getting credit
for working for The Breeze
or Bluestone?
If so, please come to a meeting at 4
p.m. on Monday, Sept. 2, in the
Modular Building, Room 227.
For information on the journalism practicum,
SMAD 295/395, please call 568-6127.

U
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Bt vw Oolf • 5 speed manual
ttansrmssion. new urea, inspection
jood through 7/03. good
condition. $800. 433-3350.

FOR RENT
Orad »u*»fft»
t minutes *ro
students $225

*■) grad

>: *5

ltM ftatutn *C-J - reo.

M0

*c.

CD. PW. PL. CO iood condition.
115K. $2.99t. or best offer Call
4331816.

ADVERTISE YOUR
RENTAL PROPERTY

HELP WANTED

\N THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIEDS!
Low Prices, Great Reiults!

568-6127

FOR SALE
Honda Accord 1991 - ; dor* auto.
sir. 178.000 miles excellent
loncnioo. $3,300 4334741.
■si—■■ * Mac* ism Fwrattw ■
M-autlMl Gift & Thrift. 227 N Main.
l*M Ac— I iganj ■ futty loaded
car In excellent condition
: 12.000 rraies. $8,400. Must seel
Call 540942 3887
The Old* Sftoaaw • 690 N Main
.ind Wash. Street. Ail kinds of
treasures, table*, sofas, chairs,
-ilchen appliances, dishes.
othes. and much, much more.
lust come by and see for yourself
Hours; Thurs.. fri. Sat 10am 6 pm.
Housing Off Camaus • Deluie
double-wide mobile home Nice
ccation nearby, uogrades. used 1
month. Zero down for qualified
ouyar. Talk to your parents about
any tai advantage of a second
property Call Chris. 433 3233
tcrerence HH Castle

■abyslt Toddler In Oar Home
$6.00 per hour Must have
experience and lefe'ences. Call
2346272

.Love Sports?
We rr recniMing business-minded
•fmon. greduK tojdanti who art
looking far a career in ulci
Hcmbk, pan-lime hours SH)K*
(bate and commistions) in
potential eamingi Muil he an
aggrruive. imart. Mlf-iunet Will
work out of ine Farm Team in
Timberville (20m from JMUJ
Poaemial relocation lo Richmond.
NY. or London for top producers
after graduation (mail resume to
f S'laflmliusL ■ oridwlde com or
fai lo 202-478-0382

tkyajnt gymnastics Instructors
Call Michael. 433 3427. Email
mlking60aol.com for Information

■abiUnar Nnlil - for 3 year old.
Two days a week. Eiperier.ee
preferred
Transportation needed.

Tar* Us to SSOt Par Week ■■■■ngjhng products at home No
Mpdrttnoa- Info. 1-985646-1700,
Dept VA-4806.

U.M* WeMy PwtnwtW - meiiing
our cuculars. Free information Call
2036836202.

MUTED

4336996

i to Help on Horse Farm hi sacnange for lessons and riding
privileges. 30 minutes from JMU.
Opportunity to show and foihunt.
very flexible I HI *2* 1223 for
information

SERVICES
Met Moved In7 We II do anything!
Hnrsang shr-M-s srjrjsnfj ..«■ rjp -./
doors, assemble anything you've
purctwaed WaSs no-d *aV Brartoom
rends help? Need somctjang moved'
HaulPg? Odd Jobbers. 4380123.

fraa 2003. Free trips, parties.
and meals. Party with MTV.
Hottest destinations Most
reliable. Call 1-800-426-7 710.
www S(aispias/irours.oorn
Now Hiring fieerleaced and
Hnrewerklrsg Walt Staff. Appry m
parson at Hank's Smokehouse and
Don at the base of Massanutten on
Route 33

Wanted: Depsndsble, Creative
Students - to provide cNk) care tor
area families Full-time or parttime, primarily weekdays Nonsmoking a must Call ChiidCere
Connection. 433-4531.

Cissjmir Hess In Vour Home • Ail
areas from Internet to upgrades
and repairs. A- Certified. Call a
•PC Geek* now W0-432 954 7 or

5404786873.
www. Kanectvnrx ters.com

laetle Dancers Wanted •
excellent pay and benefits Call
Kavtn 246-5047 or Mass. 807O433.

■artei
■Mee Needed - $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1600-2933985

NOTICE
Pre now mktmmrm ad
mifma rreirshnt Or
■waafaaaai«*fkaida| bawaai

MIWIWAI/Other Eaay Wart. • Can fit
your schedule. No experience
reQUired. Up to $14 95/hr Only
serious apply No selling Send
SASF to UES. 1102 N Bland
PMB*161. Dept AC Glendakf CA
91202

Fraternities. Sororities. Clubs,
Student Croats - Earn $1,000
$2,000
with
the
easy
Camrxisfundraiser.com three hour
*und raising event Does not invoke
ere* card apokcations Fund rarw*
dates are flang quefcy so cm today
Contact CatTNMsfunrJraHer.com at
8BS-023-3238 or vM our website at
<*wwc«rn*xjsnjrw*afeer.crjrn.

Gymnastics instructors
Hamsonburg Parks * Recreation is
teeknti gyrnnasnes lastruclrjn for
it» gymnasiKs program Mondays A
Wednesdays from 10*. 7 JO.
Classes range from preschool lo
advanced. Call 411-91 hk

Long Olstance 3.9 cants/
minute No tees. No 1O10 Call
1866-366-3489
http://bestrates.iscool.net

Attri: All fraternities and
SirinsHsl Do you want to r<T,e the
best parties? Then let me be your
DJ. Available Sunday through
Wednesday. Call for bookings and
(nrbrmetton. 674-3622

gar - oert-ttme hotel
sales neifcte hours. 15-20 hours,
fai lesume: 4339494.

Hfiwi.nwaa>
BrsaB«N»Bi«ml«.
■ •SSa.S3J.SMI

TRAVEL
111 Early Spring Break Soeckrtal
Cancun A Jamaica from $429'
Free breakfast, dinners & parties!
Award winning company! Group
Irade'S free! Florida vacations from
$149' spnngjbYS4frtravsV.com
1800678*3386
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•1 Spring Break - Free trips,
parties, meals. Lowest prices.
Parties with MTV/Jerry Springer.
Featured with MSNBC. Better than
ever! www sunspfasntour5.com
18004267710
gprlag Break 2003 - is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun. Acapulco. Mazatlan.
Jamaica. Bahamas. South Padre.
Las Vegas. Florida, and ibua.
Book early and get free meals!
Student Espress sponsors the
best parties and is now fining
salaried Salespeople, Campus
Reps, and Orvsrte Staff Contact
vywwstudenteaprsas.com or 1-800
787 37B7 tor rJetSdS

Spring Break
2003
with
StudentCHy.com! P./tnp air. hotel,
free food and 150% lowest price
guarantee! Reps wanted! Organize
15 friends, earn 2 free tnps. VIP
treatment, cash and prizes to
promote StudentCity coml Cal
1800293-1445 or email
salesdJstudentcity com today!

PERSONALS
Skydivel One day first Tandem
skydives from 2 1/2 miles up!
22 jumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts' Call 1877-348-3759
(877 OIVESHY)
www. s *>di vco range. com

CAncirt * Aurpuo * uwu
BWAhVui • P_c*W

HI Early gpectassf Spring Break
Bahamas party cruise1 5 days
$299" includes meals, parties!
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Flondal Get group -

Subscriptions
to The Breeze
are Available!
For only S40 fix

gofreel spnngtueakttavel com

i aooermem

Wanted! Spring ■leakers' SCv
wants to sand you on Spring Break
2003 to Cancun. Acapulco. MnMMan.
Jamaica or the Bahamas for free! Can
now at 1600-7964786 or email at
saiesg>»uncoastvacatlons com.
Act'Howl Guarantee the bast
spr-rtf break prices! South Padre.
Cancun.
Jamaica.
Bahamas.
Acapulco, Florida, and Mardajres.
Travel fres. reps needed, earn
$$$ Group discounts for 6*. Call
1886THINKSUN (18888446679.
dept 2626 )
www. spfingtfeakcliscount9.com

Ihird class mailings,

noMoniMPS
OUCAMHIS,
I*** CASH,
AMI TUVIt Fill!
GUM FOR MTAIL5!

or SXOfor first class

mailings. >ou can receive
an entire year of

The Breeze'
Please send your name,
iddmi & payment to

STtDirVr
TltAVIL
■IRVICIS

800-648- 464!
www.slstravel.com
el.con

The Breeze
Jsme* Madlioo Unlvcmty
Gl. Andwny-Swfer Hall

Msctaos

Hamaoaburi. VA 12W1

Placing a classified in The Breeze is now as easy as...

Call, fax or e-mail the ad. Or come to
our office In the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Halt.

Pay for your ad with a credit card,
cash, or check.
Classifieds are S3 for the first 10 words, S2
for each additional 10 words (ex. a 20-word
classified Is only $5).

Phone:560-6127

■ X

Fax 568-6736
E-mail the_br*)eze@|mu.edu

JAMES MADISON

"SavUnit..."

Specialising in In Home Partiei,
Lingerie, Lotions, Laughter

SL

FUN!

GET RESULTS!

Advertise

Novelties. Bodywcar. Adult Toys
& Sensual Aids.

The Breeze

TASTEFULJREASURES
if-U, t^wiat
(540) 433-1001
(540)434-5>46
MommaG74faol.com

Get the exposure that you are looking for by
advertising in The Breeze.
Find out what other businesses already know...
■ We ask Ihem when they come in where they heard about us
and they say The Breeze, [our advertising] is hitting the clients
we want from JMU."
Holly Smttson. New Vork Style

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!!
Come check out our new menu items including
fnes. wraps, spinach dip. and much more1
For your convenience we now accept FLEX with a 10% DISCOUNT
off the enlire bill when you use the card.

47

60 W. Water Street

iaUalley Lanes
f
$1.25
rAorv.^arrt
-lam

3106 S. Main St. Harnsonburg

OPEN 7
DHVS H
WEEK'

Call 434-8721
for Reservations & Hours

Cosmic
Bou>lH>9
Wed: 10pm-'
r.rt& Sat 10pm-

"I Think The Breeze is wonderful... It's my best
form ol advertising to the students.*
James Mchone, James McHone Antique Jewelry
During the Homecoming issue we got an
excellent response ..I would recommend
(advertising in The Breeze]'
Shannon Chanell. Chanello's Pizza
The (frequency) discount certainly was helpful in
doing it as long as I did. If you do it on a regular
basis, it's more effective"
Mike Ross, Arty's
Over the course ol 16 issues, Amy's got back
many of the coupons printed in The Breeze.

let it work lor you

568-6127
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SADDLE
DGE
GOLF CLUB

•*'*

Student Specials
Greens Fees
$ 1 5 - Monday - Thursday
$20 - Fri - Sun & Holiday

•

www.Packsaddle.net
540-269-8188

i
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■

•t:

I
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Dukes football
2002 Schedule
Aug. 31

Hampton University, 6 p.m.

Sept. 7....University of New Hampshire, 6 p.m.
Sept. 14

Florida Atlantic University, 6 p.m.

Sept. 21

at Hofstra University
Hempsead, N.Y.
Villanova University, 6 p.m.

Sept. 28...
DAVE YAWsenior photographer
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LeZotte the key to JMU's potent offense
If the red-shirt sophomore quarterback can remain healthy, Dukes could score big
BY DREW WILSON

sports editor
Heading into last season, the feeling on
offense was that JMU was very young and
inexperienced. If that wasn't bad enough,
the offense was plagued by injury, forcing
the younger players to be thrown to the
wolves. As a result, the team did gain experience, but had a meager 2-9 overall record
and finished last place in the Atlantic 10
Conference at 0-9.
In the A-10, JMU finished last in total
offense, passing for 1,668 yards and rushing
for 1,237 yards. The Dukes were one of two
teams that averaged less than 300 yards of
total offense per game with 264.1 yards.
Although still young, the offense has
more experience this season. The Dukes
lost five of 11 starters on offense, but several of those starters missed time in 2001
due to injury.
If the offense can remain healthy, the
offensive numbers should rise in 2002.

The X-factor
The fate of the JMU offense revolves
around red-shirt sophomore quarterback
Matt LeZotte. The red-shirt sophomore
showed signs of greatness a season ago but
was hampered with several injuries that
limited his playing time.
In only eight games, several of which he
only played briefly, LeZotte passed for 994
yards and seven touchdowns, while rushing for 162 yards and three scores.

DAVE KIMIsenior photographer

Red-shirt sophomore kicker Burke
George was selected as the preseason
First Team kicker in the Atlantic 10.

"Some quarterbacks have that ability,
and Matt is one of those guys," coach
Mickey Matthews said. "He really works
hard in the weight room, he may be the
most competitive kid on the team. He's a
physically tough kid — football means a lot
to him — and I think that rubs off on the
other kids."
Matthews said LeZotte, who is at 100
percent now, is even better than he was
last season.
"You know, he's vastly improved,"
Matthews said. "We've had scrimmages in
two-a-days out there ... we'll compile the
stats after the scrimmage, he'll be 13 out of
15, and one of those misses were dropped.
He really is throwing the ball well. He's
throwing the ball, he's running the ball, and
his quickness has improved.
"He's put on 20 pounds. When he first
came in he was a skinny-legged kid; the
gym has done a good job with him. We convinced him that the punishment he's gonna
take on Saturday, he's got to be big and
strong. And he's stronger — he's not big
and strong —just stronger."
Mattews said it's hard to believe LeZotte
only has one season under his belt.
"Well, he's been in our program for
three years. We laugh sometimes because
we think that Mart's a war-torn veteran,
and this is his third year here," Matthews
said. "It's probably because of how young
we are, and in many regards, he's older
than a lot of those kids on the team, or at
least as old."
LeZotte's importance to the team could
be summarized in the loss to the University
of Massachusetts last season. The Dukes
played the Minutemen close, but coach
Mickey Matthews said once LeZotte was
hurt right before the half, he knew the game
was over.
"The kids thought if Matt wasn't playing
we didn't have a chance," Matthews said. "I
think that he just brings a lot to the table.
When he's in the huddle, our kids think
they can win."
The Dukes aren't the only ones that feel
LeZotte is the key to this team. According to
Matthews, LeZotte is admired around the
Atlantic 10.
In a conversation with Tony Moss from
The Sports Network, Matthews said, "He
said, 'Mickey, the whole league loved
LeZotte. They watched him when he was
healthy last year and they think he could be
the best quarterback in the league,' and 1
don't disagree with that. Matt needs to play
on Saturday healthy, watch that film on
Sunday, practice four or five days, play [the
next game] healthy and watch that game
film on Sunday and do that about four or
five times.
"It would be amazing what he'll do. He
has not done that yet. Last year he got hurt
three times. I think he played in six games

DAVE KIMIsenior photographer

Red-shirt sophomore quarterback Matt LeZotte drops back to pass during practice last week. LeZotte's health will be a major factor for the offense this season.
and in three of those he got hurt. So his
improvement, as it's been dramatic since
last year, there's no telling what the child
would do if he really stayed healthy
through game after game after game."
Should LeZotte get injured, look for redshirt freshman Jason Slack and newcomer
Jayson Cooke to see action. Cooke, a true
freshman quarterback threw for 1,800 yards
his senior season of high school, and spent
last season in prep school as the leading
passer at Fork Union Academy.
"Jayson Cooke is going to play, but
he's a year older, so we don't consider
him a freshman as much as the others,"
Matthews said.
However, the Dukes will be without
Cooke for at least the first few games after
he broke his finger on his throwing hand
last week.

Northeastern University. Then, in the season finale at Liberty University, Bradley
rushed for 116 yards on 13 carries, including
a 65-yard touchdown, the longest rushing
play for JMU last season.
Joining Bradley at tailback will be redshirt sophomore Pervis Binns, who scored
two touchdowns in the spring game.
In addition to Minor, the Dukes also lost
fullback Robert Carson ('02) to graduation.
Filling his spot will be red-shirt sophomore
Chris Iorio. Last season Iorio ran for 45
yards in 14 carries and ran for 28 yards in
the 2002 spring game.
"Right now everything looks solid, but
as to last year, I can't say anything because I
wasn't here," running backs coach Darrius
Smith said. "But from what I'm seeing right
now, everything looks real solid, and we're
no different than any other team in the
country. We want to stay consistent and
The running game
each week we want to get better. Then we
At the start oflast season, the tailback have to stay healthy."
position looked as though it would be one
of the strengths on offense. However, JMU's aerial attack
injuries plagued the running game as
Assuming LeZotte can remain healthy,
well. Red-shirt senior Brannon Goins the Dukes' passing game should be exciting
missed time with an ankle injury and the to watch. JMU returns all of its main comdeparted B.J. Minor ('02) missed part of ponents at wide receiver for 2002.
the season as well.
Leading the way is junior Alan
By the end of the season, Goins had Harrison, who was the Dukes' leading
moved to wide receiver and Matthews con- receiver a year ago with 34 catches, 510
verted cornerback red-shirt sophomore yards and six touchdowns.
Rondell Bradley into the team's tailback.
Joining him is Goins, who caught 15
Bradley rushed for 62 yards in 18
attempts in his first game on offense against
see HEALTH, page 4
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Health a
big factor
on offense
HEALTH, from page 3
passes for 172 yards as a wide receiver late in
the 2001 season.
"Brannon Goins is vastly improved as a
receiver," Matthews said. "He's our gamebreaker; he has great quickness, very good
hands - a good player. We expect big things
out of him this year."
Senior Mike Connelly will also see time at
wide-out. In 2001, Connelly was used in a
variety of ways. He spent part of the season
at quarterback for the injured LeZotte and
part as a wide receiver. Connelly finished
with 27 receptions for 227 yards. However,
Connelly had a set-back when he broke his
wrist in the spring.
"Mike Connelly is a kid that has been
moved around a lot on offense. He really hurt
his progress in the spring because the first
day of practice he broke his mavicular bone
in his wrist, and has not been cleared to go
full-time practice right now. But Mike's a
good player. He can do a lot of things in a
game to help you win," Matthews said.
The Dukes also expect big things from
sophomore Tahir Hinds, who should be one
of the big playmakers at wide receiver. As a
true freshman, Hinds caught 20 passes for
260 yards and two touchdowns.
Sophomore Clayton Matthews will
also see time at wide receiver, though he
is currently sidelined with a torn meniscus in his knee.
The Dukes lost two of their tight ends
from a year ago in Andrew Belmear ('02) and
J.P. Novak ('02), but are high on sophomore
Sean Connaghan. In the team's first fall
scrimmage, Connaghan caught a 12-yard
pass for a touchdown.
With all of these options on the wings,
JMU should produce some of the highest
passing numbers around the league - if
LeZotte stays healthy.
"The overall feeling [on offense] is making plays," Goins said. "We have to make
plays. We lost a lot of games last year by like
seven points, and we're trying to make big
plays, especially as wide receivers as a core.
We're trying to make that difference in those
seven points."

Improving the line

DAVE K\MIsenior photographer

The Dukes line up for a play during practice last week. JMU will open its season at home Aug. 31 against Hampton University.
really doing a great job. Everybody's learning. We have a couple young guys up front,
but they are a lot better. They are working
very hard."
The Dukes only lost three linemen to
graduation - Zach Annon ('02), Pete Orwig
('02) and Gustavo Vega ('02). However,
Annon missed most of the year with injury,
allowing several of the younger players to
gain experience.
Goins said, "They were fresh off high
school graduation, so that definitely came
into play when it came time to play against
collegiate players who have been doing this
for three or four years."
Of the returning starters, red-shirt junior
Leon Steinfeld is the leader of the group at
the center position
"Leon is taking it upon himself to be that
leader and making sure they do everything
they need to do," Goins said.
Joining Steinfeld on the line will be redshirt sophomore guards George Burns and
Mike Jenkins, and at tackle, red-shirt freshman Trent Bosley and red-shirt sophomore
Kevin Mapp. Sophomores Jeff Compton and
Jamaal Crowder, both of who saw starting
time last season, should play a big role.
Steinfeld said, "I think everyone has
something to prove, but we have much more
to prove because of last year. I think we'll be
able to do that because we have a lot more
experience, more knowledge of what's going
on in the game."

One of last season's big question marks
was the offensive line. The group was full of
young, inexperienced players, and at times it
showed. But all indications this year are that
the line is improved.
"Everyday they are getting better and
better, becoming better Mockers and better at
every aspect of the offensive line," LeZotte The kicking game
said. "That's definitely going to improve the
Red-shirt sophomore Burke George
production on offense. I'd say [the improve- took over the kicking duties during the
ment] is a lot from last year. I think they're second game last season after the depart-

ed Mike Glover ('02) struggled early.
George went on to hit 10 of 13 field goal
attempts, including a 50-yarder against
the University of Maine, and converted
15 of 16 extra point attempts.
Burke was also named the First Team
Preaseason Atlantic 10 place kicker, but said
that is the last thing on his mind.
"I try not to even think about that,"
George said. "I just try to kick field goals and
make them and help us win some games. I
think having gotten some experience last
year is really going to help me out"
Clayton Matthews is scheduled to be the
team's punter, but his injury could force
freshman Nick Englehart into action.
Coach Matthews said, "[Englehart]
actually got a stronger leg than Clayton. I
wasn't going to let him punt the first
game because I didn't want a true freshman going out there."
Binns and Bradely will likely return
the kick-offs. Binns returned six kick-offs
for an average of 12 yards, while Bradley
led JMU with 14 returns for 352 yards last
season.
Connelly is expected to return punts.
Last season, he returned eight punts far
an average of 5.8 yards.
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Here at Cracker Barrel Old
Country Store, you're not only
In for a hearty country meal,
you're In for a great time.
That's because our retail store
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The final word
On what to expect this year if everyone is healthy, Goins said, "You can see
a lot of big plays out of Matt LeZotte to
his wide receiving corp, with that running attack Rondell Bradley's going to
bring. I think we're going to do a lot of
big things. I think we're going to be
really exciting to watch."
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Versatile receiving corps makes Dukes more potent
Goins, Harrison, Hinds, others to add offensive depth for Dukes in '02
BY DAN BOWMAN

assistant sportseditor
If anything, the Dukes' receiving corps
heading into the 2002 season is a versatile
group. Whether or not that versatility will
translate into big numbers on the field
remains to be seen.
"I think we have a lot of big play capability on offense," senior wide-out
Brannon Goins said. "We have a lot of different styles of wide receiver; we have
your possession wide receiver, speed, and
we have your balance guys."
Goins, who played primarily at running
back last season, makes the move to wide
receiver, paving the way for sophomore
Rondell Bradley's transition to tailback.
Despite his lack of height at 5-feet-6-inches,
Goins brings an abundance of speed to the
table for the Dukes.
"I see myself as more of a speed guy, but
its all about making plays," Goins said.
"That's all it boils down to. Whoever makes
the most plays is going to play the most and
do the most for our team."

The go-to-guy
Last season that big play man was
junior Alan Harrison, who led all JMU
wide-outs in receptions (34), yards (510)
and touchdowns (6). This season, the 6foot-3-inch Harrison moves from an inside
receiver to an outside slot, giving the
Dukes more height as a deep threat,
although wide receivers' coach Eddie
Davis said Harrison could still continue to
run inside routes as well.
Harrison though, said he feels the
key to a good passing attack will be a
strong offensive line and the health of

junior quarterback Matt LeZotte, who
spent much of last season sidelined with
shoulder and wrist injuries.
"I guess it all depends on how the offensive line plays this year," Harrison said.
"Last year they were really young and
they're getting better and better. If they can
block good this year and we can run, then
we'll try to be as balanced as possible - running a little bit and throwing a little bit. Last
year we tried to throw the ball a lot more
than we really wanted to.
"LeZotte's been here for so long and we're
all young, so we've all kind of grown up in the
system together, so he knows it a lot better than
anybody else," Harrison added. "He can read
defenses better and knows his personnel, so he's
the best quarterback right now for the team"

Potential on the brink
After solid spring and summer workouts,
sophomore Tahir Hinds looks to step up as a
big play receiver for the Dukes. Last season,
Hinds was the fourth leading receiver on the
team, a position that could definitely improve
according to Davis.
"He's had a real good camp so far,"
Davis said. "Last year he had to play as a
true freshman, and that was coming from
playing high school ball just one year at
Bridgeton. He has that type of potential. He
can really get up in the air, he catches the
ball with his hands, and he's working on
being consistent, and he has some great
moves off the line of scrimmage."
Hinds said he feels that as the season
progresses, he could develop into a vital
threat for the Dukes.
"1 definitely feel like I'm our big play guy,"
Hinds said. "I want to improve on last year,

The Breakdown
je,
Connelly
|#18 5'10"
185 lbs.
The most versatile of the four.
He can play a variety of
sitions.

#5 5'6"
190 lbs.
Adds quickness and sure hands
to the receiving corps. What he
lacks in height he makes up for
inskllL

Alan
Harrison

Hinds

#84 6'3"
225 lbs.

#43 6'2'1
190 lbs.

■\g recveiver last year, will
probably be "go to guy" again
this year. Lacks the speed of the
other receivers.

brings tremendous energy and
leaping ability. Still unproven in
big game situations.

DAVE KIM/senior photographer

Junior wide receiver Alan Harrison (left) lead JMU in every receiving category
last season. The Dukes are hoping he can put up similar numbers this season.
because I had a decent year coming in, and I the line of scrimmage and let him use his body
just feel like if I can stretch the defense that'll to ward off linebackers," Davis said. "So when
definitely help us out I just want to be our big you throw him the ball, he's done a good job of
play maker this year.
catching the ball down the field in the interme"I definitely feel like I'm one of the top diate zones. I think he's going to have a really
receivers, but I have to prove it out on the field, fine year. He's really grown this past year."
you know, not just practice. I have to prove that
Connaghan chalks up his improvement to
game time, which I'm looking forward to"
maturity and is optimistic about his abilities
Davis also said Hinds' dedication to the going into this season.
weight room in the offseason will pay divi"I just worked real hard and I think that
dends for the team later on in the season.
maybe I'm just mature, since I am young for
. "He's lanky, but he's gained weight since my class," Connaghan said. 'It's just maturity
he's gotten here with (strength and condition- and getting older. Hopefully 111 be able to coning) coach fjirn] Durning," Davis said. "He's tribute and help the team win."
done a better job of being more physical and I
Coach Mickey Matthews also said he
just think that each year, you'll see him get a believes Connaghan's offseason has helped
little more stronger, gain a little more weight, him to become a better overall player.
and get better at running the routes."
"Our tight end you will love,"
Matthews said. "He's probably the most
Power and grace
improved football player in the proAnother player who has shown poten- gram. He's had a quantum leap as a
tial, Davis said, has been sophomore tight football player."
end Sean Connaghan. At 6-feet-3-inches and
Two other receivers who should make
225 pounds, Connaghan has shown consis- a big impact over the course of the season
tent improvement throughout spring and are senior Mike Connelly and sophomore
summer workouts, and gives the Dukes a Clayton Matthews. Davis said he feels that
good blocking threat as well as another both players have had the advantage of
option down field.
"We've been trying to set him up right past
see CONNELLY, page 7
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Transition
to tailback

Red-shirt
sophomore tailback Rondell
Bradley will
look to jumpstart the
Dukes' running
game in 2002.
Bradley moved
to the tailback
position for the
final two
games of 2001
after playing
most of the
season at cornerback. In two
games, Bradley
ran for 178
yards and one
touchdown.

Red-shirt sophomore Rondell Bradley makes fulltime change from cornerback to running back
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

senior writer
Like a child with a new toy coach Mickey
Matthews will eye his running game with a
youthful exuberance this fall. Joining the
Dukes' rushing arsenal full time in '02 will be
red-shirt sophomore Rondell Bradley, a
speed demon that a season ago was being
converted to cornerback in an attempt to bolster the JMU secondary.
The move looked like a stroke of genius
on the part of Matthews and company.
Bradley was a hard nosed cornerback whom
some said had all-conference potential. But
while the Dukes' defense roared ahead, the
offense sputtered at the mercy of an inexperienced and often outmatched offensive line.
The running game disintegrated,
injuries piled up and the JMU coaching
staff shuffled its game plans in an effort to
put some points on the board. The staff's
attention quickly turned to Bradley and
putting a ball into his hands.
"He still thought he was going to play for
the Detriot Lions at corner, but I think he
realizes now mat he will be our tailback,"
Matthews said. "I think he's going to do a
great job at tailback."
Bradley said, "I cared [about making the
move] at first But I want to win So I told the
coach I'll do what's best for the team."
Bradley was installed at tailback temporarily and saw action in the Dukes' final
two games. He carried the ball 31 times for
178 yards and one touchdown.
"We lost our tailbacks, that's why I
moved Rondell," Matthews said. "You
would have been wrong in saying that we
wouldn't have had a great chance in beating
William & Mary [last year] if we had been
playing Rondell at tailback."
The move was not necessarily a permanent one. By spring practice, Bradley was
back to spending half of his time at cornerback while Matthews pondered the future of
the tailback position. Keeping his options
open, Matthews had newly installed running backs coach Darrius Smith begin to
instruct Bradley on the finer points of playing tailback at the college level.
"He played a little tailback in high school
so it wasn't a huge transition for him," Smith
said. "Ifs something that came somewhat
naturally to him."
Bradley was thrown right into his transition, running drills with Smith in practice to

regain his ball-handling instincts rather than
spending time viewing film or staring at X's
and Os.
"We did it all in practice, I went straight
to it" Bradley said. "[Smith] walked me
through everything. All it took was getting
my ball-handling back I [had gotten] used to
not carrying the ball"
Smith said the biggest difference
between playing any position at the high
school and college level is the speed at
which the game moves.
"Where there were maybe three or four
players at the high school level that were
kind of weak and slow, on the college level
it's only one or two," Smith said.
"Everybody runs."
The repititions that Bradley saw at tailback late in '01 certainly helped the sophomore speedster make the adjustment to seeing the game from the other side of the ball,
a move mat was set in stone when the Dukes
lost treasured transfer junior Michael
Kitchen. Kitchen left the team and JMU for
personal reasons.
While the loss of Kitchen is disappointing, Bradley's quick evolution as a collegiate
tailback has the coaching staff optimistc
about the Dukes' ground attack this season.
"Since I've started to work with him it
seems to have been a very smooth transition
for him," Smith said. "He's a naturally gifted
athlete, so it wasn't that tough of a deal."
Bradley exits the summer preseason 15
pounds heavier than he was a season ago, an
all-purpose back that has the ability to be a
considerable receiving threat as well as a formidable weapon in the ground attack.
Matthews said that Bradley is a punishing
runner who has the potential to be a great
player for JMU.
Red-shirt sophomore quarterback
Matt LeZotte said, "Rondell has all the
attributes of a good back. He has good
hands. He can block. He runs the ball
well. He's got that breakaway speed and
he makes people miss."
Smith said that while Bradley needs to
continue to improve on the finer details
such as picking up blocks and reading
protections, his running back instincs are
firmly in place.
"A good running back knows that the
one thing he wants to do is run hard and not
get touched," Smith said. "The good ones
know how to do that."

PHOTO COURTESY OF JMU Photography
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Connelly, Matthews add to Dukes' receiving threat
CONNELLY, from page 5
previously playing quarterback, so both are
able to read defenses with more accuracy
than other receivers may be able to.
"(Matthews) played quarterback in high
school, so he knows offenses, he knows
what everyone's supposed to be doing
every route, and so when he's on the field,
he can adjust to things happening in the
game," Davis said. "That's what makes him
so important, that's what gives him an edge

receivers will hinge on the growth of the unit
"I like our wide outs," Matthews said. "I
don't know if anyone ever thinks their wide
outs are fast enough. I went to visit the
Tennessee Titans camp two springs ago and
they thought how poor their receivers were.
And if you go to someone else's camp, they
say that their receivers aren't very good. I
think that's probably right. Everyone wishes they were coaching Randy Moss, and
Mickey's take
Overall, Matthews said the success of the we're not any different.

over a lot of people.
"Mike Connelly is a great player. I mean
he has had a great career here at James
Madison. When you see him, people don't
realize how shifty he is, how fast he is. And
the same thing again, he was a high school
quarterback, so he knows defenses and he
can react, and he's just an excellent athlete."

"But I think we have a very good group
of receivers. 1 think they're growing up and
they're improved. I like having those big
guys - someone to throw the ball to. They're
beginning to make more and more plays!
When the ball is up in the air, they're outjumping our smaller defensive backs and
that's what we expect them to do. 1 like
those guys. They've worked hard, they've
improved and they've done what we asked
them to do, so they're going to do well."
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• Free Wachovia/First Union ATM use
• Free Online Banking
• Free Phone Access
• Free or low monthly fee checking
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• No minimum balance required
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DUKES PLAZA • 2169 South Main St. • 540-574-1111
HARRISONBURG MAIN • 224 South Main St. • 540-433-2467
VALLEY MALL • 1880 East Market Street • 540-434-4470
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Wachovia Bank it a member FDIC
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Automotive Repairs, Minor & Major,
Complete Exhaust Shop, Alignments,
Complete Car Care Packages
"A member of the Duke Club"
Go Dukes!

434-9987

313CNeff Ave
(Behind Valley Mall)

24 Hour Service

540-564-0131
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2002 ATLANTIC 10 G
Massachus
2001: 3-8
2002 Prediction:

Maine
2001: 9-3 (postseason 1-1)
2002 Prediction: 11-1(8-1)
Coming off perhaps their best season in school histoiy, the Black
Bears seem poised to repeat as Atlantic 10 Conference champions.
Senior quarteiback Jake Eaton, who passed for 2,703 yards and 23
touchdowns last season,will lead the UM offense, which was fifth overall
in 2001.
Senior linebacker Stephen Cooper hopes to accumulate similar
numbers to those that earned him Atlantic-10 Co-Defensive Player of the
Year honors (115 total tackles — 18.5 for a loss, and six sacks.)

Hofstra
2001: 9-3 (postseason 0-1)
2002 Prediction: 8-4 (6-3)

Don't let the Minutemen's 3-81
UMass has the weapons to make a legitin
son. Junior quarterback Jeff Krohn, a tn
Pacific 10 in passing efficiency in '01, an
UMass' schedule begins to tougl
els to Top 25 ranked Division I-A North (
throughout the A-10 though, have givei
pollsters have not.

Delaware
2001: 4-6
2002 Prediction: 8-4 (6-3)

Although the Pride finished first in the A-10 in passing, scoring and
total offense last season, Hofstra loses a vital cog to that attack in departed
Ail-American quarterback Rocky Butler. Taking his place will be junior
Ryan Cosentino, who passed for 539 yards and seven touchdowns as
Butter's backup last season.
Defensively, the Pride lose eight starters, including leading tackler
Todd DeLamielteure (136 tackles in '01), but gain experience at comerback
with the return of senior Robert Thomas, who was injured last season.

NS

I ZZ&>

New coach K.C. Keeler hopes to turn a usually stellar Blue Hens
program around after a 4-6 mark last season. Other new additions to
Delaware include former Virginia Tech running back Keith Burnell, who
rushed for 707 yards and nine touchdowns last season, and former Georgia
Tech backup quarterback Andy Hall.
The story for Delaware in '02 will be its highly touted offensive
line, which averages out at 6 feet 4 inches and 292.8 pounds per person. The
Blue Hens finished just eighth in total offense in the A-10 in 2001.

I

New Hampshire
2001: 4-7
2002 Prediction: 3-8 (2-7)

WILDCATS

First team Atlantic 10 preseason setection tailback Stephan Lewis is
j back for his senior season and should be the highlight on an offense that lost
it's three-year starter at quarteiback in Ryan Day. Lewis rushed for 1390
I yards and 19 touchdowns in 2001 and will look to do the same in 2002
New Hampshire's defense finished last in the A-10 in pass defense
I and the only bright spot was defensive back Aaron Thomas. Look for ttie
Wildcats to try to get out of the gates to a good start, as they have done in
recent years. However, opening at Kent State University doesn't help.

Villanova
2001:5-6
2002 Prediction: 3-9 (2-7)
The Wildcats have big shoes to fill. Gone is Atlantic 10 Offensive
Player of the Year and Wader Payton Award winner Brian Westbrook, who
ran for 1,603 yards and 29 touchdowns in 2002. Also gone is Third Team
wide receiver Murte Sango, leaving senior quarterback Brett Gordan without a lot of familiar options on offense.
If that wasn't bad enough, Villanova also tends to give up a lot of
points. In 2001, the Wildcats scored 401 points, but allowed 306. With a big
drop off in offense, there will probably be a big drop off mVillanova's record

freeze
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ONFERENCE PREVIEW
William & Mary
2001: 8-4 (postseason 0-1)
2002 Prediction: 9-2 (8-1)

setts
10-2(8-1)
8 record a season ago be deceiving,
timate nm at the A-10 crown this seatransfer from Arizona State, led the
and hopes to do the same this season,
iighen up in Week Four, when it travh Carolina State University. Coaches
ven UMass respect that the national

-A

With the return of senior quarterback Dave Corley, the Tribe's
chances of finishing at or near the top of the A-10 standings are strong.
Junior wideout Rich Musinski, who was Corley's main target last season, tallying 1,393 receiving yards and 12 touchdowns, should be just
as potent this season.
The linebacking trio of senior Mohammed Youssofi, senior
Andrew Solomon and junior Paul Carpenter should fill the middle for 23rd
year coach Jimmye Laycock.

Rhode Island
2001: 8-3
2002 Prediction: 5-6 (4-5)

0» »*o6.

MAMS

Atough schedule could be the Rams undoing in 2002. Despite an
8-3 record last season, Rhode Island plays four ranked opponents this season, as well as a game against Division I-A Big East opponent Syracuse
University.
Returning for the Rams defense are Second-Team All-Conference
defensive tackle, senior Marc Hayes (42 tackles in '01), and junior defensive tackle Eric Gray. Last season, the Rams were ranked just sixth in total
defense, but fourth in rushing defense in the A-10.

Northeastern
2001:5-6
2002 Prediction: 2-10 (1-8)

mws
c—
V

The Huskies will look to pick up where they left off, winning four
of their final six games. And if sophomore quarterback Shawn Brady continues his quality play. Northeastern should do the same. However, it will
be tough to make up for the offense lost by the graduation of LJ. McKanas,
the nation's second leading rusher in 2001.
On defense, the Huskies return nine of 11 starters including senior
cornerback Art Smith, who led the A-!0 with seven interceptions. If the
offense can put it together, Northeasem might do better than expected.

Richmond
H 2001:3-8
2002 Prediction: 4-7 (4-5)
If Rhode Island has a tough schedule, then the Spiders have a nextto-impossible schedule. Richmond goes on die road to face Temple
University in Week One and plays ranked opponents in weeks two and three
at home against No. 22 University of Delaware and No. 7 Furman
University.
The last three weeks of the season don't get any easier for the
Spiders, as they face ranked opponents in all three games. Richmond
travels to Hofstra University in Week 13, hosts the University of Maine

James Madison
2001: 2-9
2002 Prediction: 3-9 (1-9)
Picked to be last in the Atlantic 10 this season should motivate the
Dukes. If not, their 2-9 record last season should definitely do the trick. But
for JMU to make noise, which it is capable of, the team must stay healthy.
Red-shirt sophomore quarterback Matt LeZotte is one of the topOjUarterbacks
in the A-10 when he isn't hurt.
JMU's defense should be just as good this year, even with the losses of Derrick Lloyd and Derick Pack. If it all comes together, the Dukes
could move to the middle of the pack and catch opposing teams of guard.

-m> •***«
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Leadership, productivity keys to Dukes' defense
By DAN BOWMAN
assistant sports editor
Losing three starters as opposed to
returning eight would normally be a good
thing for any defense. However, when two
of those three starters are first team all-conference linebackers Derrick Lloyd ('01) and
Derick Pack ('01), the gap to be filled suddenly seems a lot larger."
In Lloyd, JMU not only loses its leading tackier (157 total tackles), but also the
co-Atlantic 10 Defensive Player of the
Year. In Pack, the Dukes lose their second
leading tackier (105). So how does defensive coordinator Dick Hopkins expect to
replace his two best linebackers?
Teamwork, for starters.
"My big word is productivity," Hopkins
said. "You can talk all the potential, and
some of those guys come in there looking
like Tarzan, and some of them play like
Jane. We just really look for guys that play
the team concept"
Leadership will be another key for the
Dukes, who were ranked fifth in the conference in total defense, allowing 336.8 yards
per game. With only three of the returning
eight defensive starters being seniors —
defensive end Richard Hicks, and safeties
Justin Ruffin and Reggie Taylor — Hopkins

will have to look for some of his younger
players to step up productivity.
"There's no substitute for experience,
but my big thing is, if the kid's ready to go,
I don't mind him playing" Hopkins said.
"If they're a freshman, it doesn't matter to
me. I'll send a senior down for a freshman,
if that guy is more productive."
Of the five overall returning seniors on
the team, coach Mickey Matthews said he
feels only one player is truly a leader.
"We have some strong leaders on this
team, but not necessarily in that class,"
Matthews said. "We need it very badly Reggie's (Taylor) a very good leader in that
group. I don't know who else leads in that
group besides Reggie."
Hopkins, though, does believe that his
team has more chemistry than a year ago,
and not surprisingly, he cites Matthews for
bringing them all together.
"Thaf s one thing I think our players
have done," Hopkins said. "I mink our
players on defense genuinely like one
another, and I think that's really important.
There are some teams I've been around, and
from an offensive/defensive thing, some
guys don't like one another. I don't see any
of that on this team. I think that's really been
a bonus.
"I think the chemistry is excellent.
Sometimes you can get a football team, and
you always talk about those bad apples,
and I don't see any, and I think that has a lot
to do with the head football coach. 1 think
our players really enjoy playing for coach."

Waiting in the wings

-.

DAVE KWUsenior photographer

Sophomore Rodney McCarter will
play a big role in the secondary for
the JMU defense this season.

Another plus for the Dukes defense
going into '02 are the four returning starters
to a secondary unit that was ranked first in
the conference and 11th in the nation in pass
defense in '01, allowing only 149.2 yards per
game. Alongside Ruffin and Taylor are
sophomore Rodney McCarter, who
Hopkins said has grown in leaps and
bounds over the past year, and sophomore
Cortez Thompson.
"Reggie and Justin have done very well
for me the last couple of years and that's a
really big plus because I usually talk to our
other coaches about having a pair and a
spare," Hopkins said. "We have Reggie and
Justin, but we also have Rodney.
"Rodney may be our most complete
player right now in the secondary. He has
the ability to go out there and play corner,
which Justin and Reggie probably don't
have. But at the same time, his intensity and
what he brings as far as physicality into that
position is really what I'm looking for."
Matthews also said he feels
McCarter's game has vastly improved
over the past year.
"Rodney McCarter is about as good as
I've ever coached," Matthews said.
"Rodney is a great football player. He's the
best corner we got, the best safety. You will
love watching him play. He looks like a blur.

He looks like a heat-seeking missile to go
tackle somebody."
Thompson, who was seventh on the
team in tackles in '01 and tied for second in
interceptions, brings tremendous footwork
and fundamentals to his position, according
to Hopkins.
"Cortez Thompson now, his maturity
has improved so much, I can't even begin to
tell you guys," Hopkins said. "It's like he's
walked into a different body. He's come
back this fall, it's like he's been here for
three or four years. He's really grown up.
His maturation process has really
improved. I expect really good things."
Thompson said he believes the experience returning to the secondary will provide a tremendous boost
"I think our safeties and corners do a
good job," Thompson said. "We've got
Justin and Reggie coming back this year at
safety, and me and [red-shirt freshman]
Leon [Mizelle] and Rodney at corner, so I
think we have that experience from last
year coming back. I think that's going to
be the strong point for this year, that
everyone is experienced and everyone
knows what to expect."

Getting down and dirty
Red-shirt sophomore Brandon Beach
and Hicks highlight a very solid defenI > \VF. KIM/sen/or photographer
sive line. Hicks, a preseason pick to the Senior safety Reggie Taylor is one of
all A-10 second team
defense, is eight returning defensive starters in '02.
already drawing comparisons to former ship qualities.
Dukes all-conference first team defen"I'm a senior, and there's only five of us
sive lineman Chris Morant.
left, so I have to accept that role as a leader,"
Hicks said. "One thing coach Matthews has
been striving on is guys stepping up and
accepting that role of leadership. We're trying to instill in these young guys to reach
deep down inside and find the leadership
capabilities inside themselves as well."
The 5-foot-ll-inch, 245 pound Hicks also
talked about the team's defensive strategy
going into the '02 season.
"The key to our defense is speed,"
Hicks said. "We like to pressure teams,
— Dick Hopkins drive up-field as a defensive line, and let
defensive coordinator our linebackers floating around make
plays. We're going to try to do a lot of different things with our speed rushing on
the quarterback with our defensive ends
turning up field, and just letting our linebackers make plays."
"Chris was a difference maker,"
As for Beach and red-shirt junior defenHopkins said. "He was special; those guys sive end Jerame Southern, Hopkins expects
don't come along very often. Those offen- both to make the most out of their playing
sive tackles in the league didn't want to time this season.
block Chris. And Richard is stronger than
"We were real excited about (Beach) a
Chris is. I don't know if his first step is quite year ago until he got hurt. I really expect
as fast, but its pretty close. Just because he's him to come on strong and play. Brandon's
bigger and stronger he has a chance to be a strong kid too, I mean he's a really strong
that kind of player. Like I said, he has a kid, physical kid. He just wants to make
chance to, he just has to go out there and do sure he stays focused every down. He can
it now."
be a factor down there inside for us.
Hicks himself said he feels he has to step
"Jerame didn't play for us a year ago,
up as a leader this season in order to help
some of the younger players gain leadersee MELTON, page 13

46

... some of those guys come in
there looking like Tarzan, and
some of them play like Jane.
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Big expectations for Hicks in final season
Red-shirt senior defensive lineman will try to improve his production from last year
BY DREW WILSON

sports editor
Last season, the Atlantic 10 chose
him as a Third Team All-Conference
defensive end, and heading into this
season, he was chosen a preseason pick
for Third Team A-10 again. But, as the
Dukes' coaching staff will tell you, don't
expect red-shirt senior Richard Hicks to
just settle for Third Team.
As JMU's top tackier among defensive linemen in 2001, Hicks compiled 5.5
sacks and 59 tackles with 43 primary
stops, 14 of which were for losses.
So can Hicks improve on those numbers? Defensive coordinator Dick
Hopkins thinks so.
"I always think you have to prove it
on the field, and Richard has really challenged himself. In his sophomore year he would probably tell you he played
better as a sophomore than as a junior.
He's really excited about getting out
there, and he's injury-free right now. I
think his maturity level has improved
also," Hopkins said.
Hopkins also feels Hicks has the ability to be one of the top defensive ends in
the Atlantic 10.
"Richard, I think, can really be one of
the better defensive linemen in the
league," Hopkins said. "He's a very
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DAVE KIMIsenior photographer

Red-shirt senior Richard Hicks takes a
knee during a recent afternoon practice.

strong young man. He probably didn't
play to his ability level a year ago. I'm
looking for a banner year from him."
Hicks agreed. "Well, of course 1 want
to be the best I can be, but I just want to
help my team any way I can. I just want
to improve from last year," he said:

-4 4
Richard, I think, can
really be one of the
better defensive
linemen in the league.
— Dick Hopkins
defensive coordinator

55

"His work ethic is pretty good,"
Hopkins said. "Richard is a really strong
young man who can run for his size. He
carries his weight well, and is very
strong and explosive. Our defensive
ends are what we call our edge players.
They have to put that pass rush on those
quarterbacks, and I think Richard and
[red-shirt junior] Jerame Southern, our
other defensive end, will do a good job,
and I'm really excited about working
with them."
The Dukes will need Hicks, not only
as a pass rusher, but as a leader. On the
defensive side of the ball, Hicks is one of
three seniors and on the whole JMU
squad, one of five.
"He's one of our very few seniors,"
Hopkins said. "(Senior safties] Justin
Ruffin, Reggie Taylor and Richard are
our three seniors on defense. All three of
them are going to figure prominently on
our defense.
"For those three seniors, we're really
counting on their leadership because
there are some young eyes right now,
and they're really trying to find out how
you're supposed to play"
Hicks said he tries to help out his
younger teammates when he can.
"Yeah, I try to, but I'm not big on
being vocal and hollering and yelling at
guys. I try to lead more by example,"
Hicks said. "But if the younger guys
have any questions about anything,
they know to come up and ask me. I
share what knowledge I do have."
The 5-foot-ll-inch, 245-pound Hicks
said the coaches also try to get the vetereans to help out the younger guys.

Coach Mickey Matthews said he likes
what Hicks has to offer on the field.
"Richard is just a good player,"
Matthews said. "It's really good when
you got a guy that runs 4.5 playing
defensive end."
Matthews also compared Hicks to a
former JMU star defensive end, Chris
Morant ('00), who was the 1999 A-10
Defensive Player of the Year.
"In shear physical ability, he has
more ability than Chris Morant,"
Matthews said. "But Chris was very
competitive and was a very productive football player, and we want
Richard to become a more productive
football player."
Matthews said the one thing the
coaching staff has discussed with Hicks
is his production.
"When we grade the film on Sunday,
we want Richard to have more tackles
and assists and sacks," Matthews said.
"It's indicative of his athletic ability and
sometimes he doesn't do that. But he's
had some good games."
Hopkins said Hicks has a chance to
be that kind of player.
"We always look for productivity,
and I really think Richard has the tools
to be an outstanding player in this
league," Hopkins said. "I'm really excited for Richard because I feel that if he
stays injury-free, he will be a noticeable
player in the league."
Brannon Goins, a fellow red-shirt senior,
said Hicks is a huge force on the field.
"He plays much bigger than he really is,"
Goins said. "He's a leader out there on the
deferuive line, and he's just a man out there
- a man amongst children."
Hicks, who came to JMU as a running
back, has worked hard to get where he is,
and the coaches have noticed.

—

44
He's a leader out there
on the defensive line,
and he's just a man out
there — a man
amongst children.
— Brannon Goins
senior, wide receiver

55
"Oh yeah, they do all the time. They
try to tell us to be a leader and take a
leadership role, because there are only
five seniors on the team. So we're lacking in our leadership and that's one
thing we're trying to strive to attain,"
Hicks said.
. For his younger teammates, Hicks

■■

DAVE KIMIsenior photographer

Red-shirt senior Richard Hicks was chosen as a 2002 preseason Atlantic 10
Third Team defensive end.

has provided that leadership.
Red-shirt sophomore linebacker Trey
Townsend said, "He's a real good
leader. He leads by example."
A quiet guy on the field, Hicks also
likes to stay laid back off the field, especially before games.
"Personally, I like to just mellow out
and get in a real relaxed mode because
a lot of adrenaline flows once you
touch that field," Hicks said. "I don't
want to waste all my energy on of-thefield rituals and things of that nature. I
just like to stay as calm as possible, so
when I get on the field, that's when I
like to step it up."
And Hicks will look to step it up in
his final season in the purple and gold,
something that he finds hard to believe.
"Time flies and I'm going to miss it.
The friendships I've made, the coaching
staff, everybody from the secretaries to
the coaching office - everybody here is
great. I've really enjoyed it. It's like a
family - a real good experience," Hicks
said. "I'm a red-shirt senior and it seems
like it was just yesterday that I started
as a freshman.
"I'm trying to do everything possible
this year to be successful and go out
with a bang in my last year."
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Melton in the middle
and two on fumble returns. He tied
contributing writer
JMU's career record for interception
One of JMU's top returning scoring returns for touchdowns with three, and
defenders and tacklers, 5-foot-ll-inch the single-season record with two inter230-pound junior Dennard Melton, is a ception returns for touchdowns in '01.
"It's absolutely stunning to me, and
force to be reckoned with.
This season, Melton is once again we tease him all of the time," Hopkins
expected to be among the team's top said. "We're already talking about,
defenders, helping to fill the gap after 'when are you going to return one for a
losing linebacker graduates Derrick touchdown.' He's worked extremely
hard and he sees the benefits of it by
Lloyd (2001) and Derick Pack (2001).
Last season, Lloyd won the Buck putting in that effort that he has over
Buchannon award for top defensive the past couple of years."
player in Division I-AA as well as codefensive player of the year in the
44
Atlantic 10.
"It's hard to replace two players of Dennard is not one of those, I
that caliber," Melton said. "But I think
we should do alright."
call 'ya-ya1 guys. But what he
Defensive coordinator Dick Hopkins
does is study the game...
believes Melton has what it takes to fill
the gap.
— Dick Hopkins
"Dennard has been a really producdefensive coordinator
tive player for us; he sees things really
well," Hopkins said. "Dennard is not
one of those, I call, 'ya-ya' guys. But
what he does is study the game, and
football means something to him. Not
Last year Melton had 56 tackles, sixth
that it doesn't to the other ones, but he on the team (32 primary stops, 11 tackFILE PHOTCVTravw Clingenpeel gets upset with himself when he makes les for loss and two sacks) while intercepting two passes and forcing three
Junior linebacker Dennard Melton (#48) will be a leader on defense for JMU In '02. mistakes."
Melton, who last season wore No. 48, fumbles. He also blocked a punt, had
now wears No. 13, and has moved from four quarterback hurries and recorded a
outside to middle linebacker this sea- career-high 12 tackles against the
son.
Linebackers'
coach
Kyle University of Delaware.
Gillenwater said Melton's good football
In '00, Melton was the Atlantic-10
instincts are well suited to middle line- Rookie of the Week for his play against
backer and he is happy with the change. Lock Haven University in his first colMon. 9 -3
510 E. Market Street
"1 feel more comfortable playing lege game. Before JMU, Melton attendTues. • Wed. • Thur.
inside than outside," Melton said. "1 can ed Naval Academy Prep where he was
Harrisonburg 22801
9-7
see better."
the team's Most Valuable Player.
www.beautyspaonline.com
Hopkins
agrees
the
position
change
"Now if you put the watch on
Fri. 9 -5
for Melton was a good decision, and that Dennard, he's probably not the fastest
Sat. 9 -3
the Glen Burnie, Md. native's physicality or the strongest, but he's obviously in
will play a huge factor in his transition. the right place at the right time,"
"I really think that because he Hopkins said. "Dennard is not what I
understands our defense really well, call an 'ooooo' guy, like 'ooooo, did you
changing him from [outside line- see that?' But all of a sudden you keep
backer] to [middle linebacker] was a reading the stats and the productivity
very smooth transition," Hopkins said. sheet, and he's usually one of the two
Aroma Therapy Facials
"We were looking at [freshman] Isai or three guys at the top."
Full Body Massage
Bradshaw at [middle linebacker] also
Hopkins also is optimistic about
in case, if there was an injury with Melton being an A-10 all-conference team
Manicures & Pedicures
Dennard, he would have to go in there player at the end of the year but feels that
and
play.
is not a focus right now.
Silk Nails
"The learning curve for Isai has been
"We always talk to guys about that
a little more. For Dennard, it's been a lot and that stuff will take care of itself,"
Facial and Body Waxing
easier just because he's a more experi- Hopkins said. "We always talk to the
Spa Glows & Sea Algae Wraps enced player at the position."
players about staying focused and takMelton was the first player in JMU ing one game at a time."
Skin Care
history to score five career defensive
For Melton, gametime can't come
touchdowns
—
three
on
interceptions,
soon
enough.
Make Up
/VEDA
BY JANELLE DIORIO
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Attention all sports writers!!!
Mandatory staff meeting for old and new writers
Thursday, 5:30 p.m. at the Breeze office in the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall
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Melton, trio of linebackers to
fffl void left by Lloyd, Pack

13

Want to work on the
other side of the
camera?
call... x 86749

MELTON, from page 10
and now he's back," Hopkins added. "His
specialty is rushing the passer. He's got a
great first step, and he has a way that he can
get around those offensive lackles, excellent
pass rusher. He's worked really hard on his
running, and one thing about him, offensive
linemen will tell you, is mat its tough to
block him just because he doesn't give you
a surface to block."

Patrolling the middle:
Red-shirt junior Dennard Melton
looks to fill the large void left by
Lloyd. Melton, who was sixth on the
team in tackles with 56, and tied for
the team lead in interceptions, is
expected to help anchor the defense
alongside Hicks. He will also be asked
to help bring along a trio of young
linebackers in sophomores Trey
Townsend and Kwynn Walton, and
freshman Isai Bradshaw.
"From a foot quickness standpoint
and athletic ability, those guys can run,"
Hopkins said. "For us on defense, the

name of the game is you have to be able
to run. The game has changed so much,
there's not a place for those guys you
call plotters anymore."
Matthews said he sees Melton as
one of the leaders of the defense,
along with Taylor and McCarter, and
also feels that Bradshaw has the capability and potential to possibly be
JMU's freshman of the year.
Townsend said the competition
amongst the different linebackers will
prove to be a good thing, and that
while replacing Lloyd and Pack will
be no easy task, it will be a challenge
that will be met head on.
"At linebacker, we've got a lot of
competition," Townsend said. "Our
coach feels that it's going to really
help us be better since ^everybody
knows that somebody's on their heels
as far as fighting for a starting spot.
"Everybody knows that we've got
to step up and pick up where (Lloyd
and Pack) left off. 1 think we're ready
to do it though."

email...
breezephoto® hotmail.com
or stop by The Breeze
offices in Anthony-Seeger

SCORE BIG!
SHOP AT PLAN 9!

HUGE SELECTION OF NEW a USED COS - DVDs - VINYL
IMPORTS INDIES BOOKS MAGAZINES T-SHIRTS
NOVELTIES - MUSIC ACCESSORIES t MORE!

we pay cash for your old music & movies!
USTEN BEFORE YOU BUY)

FAST FREE SPECIAL ORDERS!

434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.
Mon Sat. 10-9 • Sunday 12-6

WHAT A REC9RD STORE SHOULD BE! •

Got happiness? Got contentment? Thirsty?
Check Out The Well beginning Sat. Sept 7th at 7:30
@ H'burg 1st Church of the Nazareneon the corner of Port Rd & Boyers Rd just east of JMU.
An innovative, fast paced, interactive worship celebration!

OPEN 7 DAYS!
Newty

EXPANDED STOKI
MOM ROOM fOK MOM

ortmntm!
IVWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
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We invite you to cheer on your Dukes at
Bridgeforth Stadium, Long Field/Mauck Stadium,
the Convocation Center and the Reservoir Street Fields!
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#99

#36

DT

OLB

Brandon
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#68

'

Trey . ,
Townsend

#6
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Rodney
McCarter
#29

DT

DE

Sid
Evans
#97

Richard
Hicks
#51

MLB

OLB

Dennard
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Bradshaw

#13

#40
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CB
Leon
Mizelle
#31

Reggie
Taylor

#21
NATF. THARP/HW director

JMU DEFENSE
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Archery (Men's & Women's)

Gymnastics (Men's & Women's)

Baseball

Lacrosse

Basketball (Men's & Women's)

Soccer (Men's & Women's)

Cross Country (Men's & women's)

Softball

Diving (Men's & Women's)

Swimming (Men's & Women's)

Fencing

TenniS (Men's & Women's)

Field Hockey

Track (Men-s & women-.)

Football

Volleyball

Golf (Men's & Women's)

Wrestling

Free admission for JMU students with a valid JACard!
Join the Student Duke Club
by calling 568-6461!

»".«?.*
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JMU ATHLETIC TEAMS

or schedules, score
►t^ J^
and more go to.
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Meet your 2002 Dukes
2002 DUKESFOOTBAll ROSTER
NO.

NAl

1 Richattd
Ridww) Mooxt
M«w
2 NickTolley
Nick Tolley
jay P«ig«;'
Vmije
3 Jay
Shannon GOWS
Coins
5 BwimwH
o Tmy
TMY Tovmsend
7 Tahm Hinds
8 Clayton Mtmhews
9 Shami Bnyom
\0 jay son Cooke
11 Aimvaui MLVOUQOI
12 Bunke Geonae
13 DcmwKi) Mehon
14 Admn Rapalsh
15 Chueir Suppwi
lb Man LeZoTxe
17 jason Slack
18 Mike Connelly
19 Siephen Wvarr
20 RonfeU Bnabliy
21 Re^e Tavkm
22 Bmx Johnson
23 Aivrn Banks
24 Raymond Hiws
.25 Sw/iiw/i 0$un«e
26 Sean Con/ub^an
27 Tim Kibtoi
28 Marr dnusrop/wR
29 Rodney McCaRreK
30 Mifee V/ilkexson

31 LmMizellt
32 M<ww« Fennex
33 DaudaBanaaa
34 Perms Bums
35 Fwmk (Ms
36 Comet Thompson
37 Chm loao
38 Bobby Moye*
39 Reid Adams
40 lsaiBnadshaw
41 Chm Kem
42 jusnn RUJT»I
43 David Gams
44 CasioxHciRW
45 jason Mallorty
46 Kwymi Walron
47 Pome Commence
48 Kevin Fo^lw
49 Romrre Maxnn
50 Joe Tyson
51 RuiaRd Hicks
52 Jeff Common

Fx.
FK.-R
SO.-R
SR.-K
SO.-K

So.
So.
FR.-R
FK.
FR.

SO.-R
JR.-R

So.
FR.

SO.-R
FR.-R
SR.
FR.
SO.-R

SR.-R
FR.-R
FR.
FR.-R
FR.

So.
FR.
FR.

So.
So.
FR.-R
FR.
FR.-R

So.-R
FR.-R
So.
So.-R
So.-R
FR.-R
FR.
FR.
SR.-K

Fx

ft.-*
S0.-R

So.
FR.-R

ft.
ft.
FR.-R
SR.-R
So.-R

TB
WR
SS
WR
LB
WR
WR
WR
QB
03
PK
LB
QB
TE
QB
QB
WR
DB
TB
SS
WR
TB
TB
TB
TE
RB
WR
ES
IB
CB
TB
LB
TB
FB
CB
FB
SS
FS
LB
DB
FS
DB
TE
13
13
SS
13
LB
D£
DE
OG

54
55
56
57
58
59
61
62
63
64
65
68
69
70
71
72
74
76
77
78
81
82
83
84
85
86
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

Tom O'Camon
Fnank McAnole
MikeVanAken
Jusnn Mcnhias
BRendrai SUOKMXS
josh ttayoxrte
Jawaal CROivdeR
loamy Dans
GecRije BURJIS
ToyioR MeRTen
Mike McGinn
BRandon Beach
WatnyDmn
Nick Englehurr
Mike Jenkins
AdamHaR/ieK
KewtMofl)
Leon Smnpeld
AdamJeRHick
TRenr Bosky
David Weedon
Dewme Boxley
Kelvin Winsrou
Alan HaRRison
Tom Ridley
Braan Vaccamiw
MankHiqgins
limSaxrb
Cw$ McSheruy
AndReivKeRn
RvanBa&e
KemVfinsron
DeoxmeShaailey
Joshua jaunn
AbamwalUm
Sid Eve*
Man Mapriko
jenaax Saahttm

2002

ft.-R
SO.-R
SO.-R
FR.-R

FR.

So.
SO.-R
FR.-R
SO.-R
FR.-R

ft..
SO.-R
ft.-R
FR.
SO.-R

FR.
SO.-R

JR.-R
FR.-R
FR.-R

FR.
FR.
FR.

JR.
SO.-R

FR.
SO.-R
JR.-R

FR.
FR.-R

So.
ft.
FR.-R

ft.
ft.
SO.-R
ft.-R
JR.-R

LB
LB
OC
DT
DE
LS
OG
OC
OG
DT
OL
DT

01

P
OG
QB
01
OC
OT
OT
TE
WR
LB
WR
TE
WR
WR
DE
P
WR
DT
LB
DT
OL
DE
DT
DL
DE

August 29, 2002
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SKYDIVE!
One day Tandem Skydives and a staff dedicated to keeping
you and your fellow JMUstudents skydiving Skydive Orange!

Freefall almost a minute from
2-1/2 miles high from our
22 Jumper aircraft on your
first skydive!
Student Discounts

Complete Information is on: WWW.Skyd I VeOraiige.COm

1 (877) DIVESKY
348-3759

Come see why we are Virginia's Busiest and fastest growing Skydive Center!
• Best Aircraft • Most complete instructional program • Our equipment
We have the experience!

DUKES ODACHMC STAFF

ft^moN

NAME

Mickey Manhrns
John Zeroixh
DtckHopkms
GeoR^eBaRlow
Eddie Davis
Kyle QlLenwaren
CurrNewsome
DeLane Tnzceitald
DanmsSoinb
juoDwmncj

coach
Off. Coord./OL
Dtf. CooRd./D8

DL
WR/Speqal Teams
LB/Rtxmmnj Comb.
OT/TE
DL Assisram

MSM!*?*

RB
STWHJTO

Join our College Ministry
at

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Alternative clothing,
lingerie, accessories, videos, DVDs,
adult novelties

College Sunday School 9:45am
Worship 11:00am
Barbara Hollowed, Minister of Students
David Williams, Minister of Music
432-6403
501 South Main Street • 2 blocks north of campus
433-2456 • www.harrisonburgbaptist.com

3051 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Monday-Thursday J0am-9pm
Friday & Saturday Warn-10pm
Sunday 12pm-5pm

SURVIVAL
™ Admhusiraii^
^munication
8

FJttfc

;

USED
UTJU
u

BVES

TIP:

T0

^

YOUR

BOOKSTORE]

r, you're not the first person to take these courses.
FACT:

neeu

USED BOOKS
SAVE YOU
LOW
PRICE
, GUARANTY,

for the Low Price Guarantee and the Guaranteed
Buyback sticker to save even more money!
And imw ynii
could win ,i 11 lp to

I'lllKIII VAtlAMA
\

■.

*

-.

■ JAMES
MADISON

UNIVERSITY

BObKSTORI
I

Win, ii c impus '

-

1-6121 • (follc

Visit us at efollett.com
"over the cost of new

i

—

